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(The following proceedings were had in the 

chambers of the court, out- of the presence and hearing of 

the jury and, the defendants, all counsel with. the exception 

of Mr, Hughes being present0 

THE COURT; All counsel are present. I understand 

from the clerk,that, Mr, Kanarek, you have a motion to 

make. 

MR. KANAREK: Yes, your Ronor, 1 have a motion to 

MAke, 

I move, your Honor., in view of your Honor's 

comments of yesterday that we have an evidentiary hearing 

under the -- 

We are entitled to an evidentiary hearing under 

the equal protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment 

and the due process clause under the Fourteenth Amendment, 

and under the CiVil Rights statutes. 

THE COURT. State what your motion_ is first. 

KANAREKt That is my motion, 2 can only say 

one word at a time, your Honor, 

THE COURT: That's right, and the' words that you can 

state, Mr. Kanarekl  are the words of your motion so 1 can 

tell what yott are talking about. 

MR, KANAREK: Z am moving for a motion under those 
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I 	prolasions or law, your Honer. 

THE COURT.: I-stilI don"tknow what you are talking 

about., 

MR. =UREIC: 1,'Cannot utter it until I utter it. 

THB COURT: Go ahead. 

6 	 MR. KANAREK: The point is that your Honor has. 

, yesterday made some statement to me concerning the time 

8 	involved in thiS final argument. 

I would like to point out t0 the Court that 

za 	Mr, Manson is entitled to the right of effective counsel. 

The District Attorney has made -- what they 

12 	lave done in connection with the Grand Jury -- so that 

13 	my ,work 	- could not be devoted completely to this case. 

14. 	 1 had every reason to believe that there was 

15 	going to be a motion to consolidate the so-called Shea 

i6 	case, which was Separate, and the Hinman case, which was 

separate. There was a motion to consolidate made by the 

18 	District Attorney's Office in conaection'With that. 

We allege that this,is done with malice, 

2 	with deliberate intent to- sabotage this trial that is 

21 	before your Honor for a couple of reasons. 

22 	 One, to impose deliberately an added burden 

23 	upon me in connection with my representation of Mr. 

24 	Manson in the Hinman case. 

2g 	 The other is to let loose into this 

26 	community prejudicial publicity so that that jury will 

k 
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somehow or*other get that information. 

And I ask for an evidentiary hearing in 

connection with these matters, 

as% that your Honor Voir dire the jury. 

Thia is another motion, that your Honor Voir dire the jury 

in connection with mattera that occurred yesterday in 

Department 100. 
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If your Honor will not voir dire the jury in 

connection with the matters that occurred in Department ICIO 

and other matters pertaining to publicity releases by the 

District Attorney's Office pertaining to this case, and 

the release of publicity in various and sundry ways, then 

I must and do move for a mistrial, your Honor, 

. MR, MIIIINt Join in the motion, your Honor. 

THE COURT:. The motions will be denied. 

As I have stated on countless other occasions, 

Mr. Kanarek;  when you have made similar motions to voir 

dire the jury, the reason that the Jury is sequestered, the 

principal reason., is to Insulate them from the poSsibility 

of being exposed to any prpludicial matter. 

So, there is no need to voir dire them. 

Anything elie, gentlemen, before we proceed? 

MR. BUOLXOS1: Just one)arief point, your Honor, 

concerning Mt. Xeittk's arguitiant.; 

I tI:link*M.r: Kay has something to say about 

diminished capacity. 

MR. KAY: Yes. 
I 	' * 	, 

Before hesigues1  your Honot, I think ue ShOild 

resolve that instruction,. 

don't think he ShOuld get up and argue 

diminished capacity when your Honor isn't going to instruct 

on it. 

26 
	

MR. KEITH: I didn't plan to incorporate those 
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proposed instructions in my argument because there has been 

no 

MR. KAY: Evidence? 

MR, KEITH: No, I am' net saying that. 

There has been no decision made on whether- 

those instructions' will be, given., 

MR. KAY. Okay. 

MR. KEITH; I will certainly argue the effeet or the 

mindless robot on the nature of the crime. 

MR, KAY: I don't care about that. 

MR. KEITH: I fully intend to do that.. 

THI COURT: I think the instruction should be 

settled before any attorney is required to argue. 

MR. FITZOERALD: Vie would, like the record to reflect 

that it is offered on behalf of all the defendants as well 

as Mr, Keith's client, Leiilie Van Houten. 

MR. KEITH: I offered diminished capacity, 

Voluntary and'invoiuntary manslaughter. 
, 

'The manslaughter instrictIont are slightly 

Modified. I took out,the:words "or,iptoxication", and 
- 

substituted "or any other;caUSW because, conCededy,,, 

there is no evidence of intoxication in thii ease. 

I certainly feel there is evidence of 

dimtnished,capacity or Mr, BugliOsi wouldn't have argued 

as vociftrOUsly as he did and, the manner in which he 

did that these people were robots and zombies, and I think 

19,T 
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it to more than Just a Figure of 'speech 0r a clever phrase.-

. I think the evidence shows -- 

MR. BUOLIOSI: Let me say, this, Max. 

or Course', my argument is not evidenCe. You 

can't use my argument as evidence. 

Mt. WITH: No, but you argue frgm'the evidence. 

BUGLIOSI: My argument about theit being robots-

and zombies is not evidence. 

Obviously, I will tell the fury what I meant 

by that. But, in any event, I think the instruction has 

to be predicated on evidence, .and I don't - think there has 

been any evidence of diMihished capacity.. ' 

2a 
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MA. EillAliEK May I inquire through the Court what 

he did mean by that,. your Honor? 

' MR, KAY: You will find out, 

ma, BUGLIOSI: iou, will find out when I give my 

closing argument. 

THE COURT: What he meant by what? 

KANAREK: Your Honor, he has said "zombies and 

automatons." ,We have no opportunity to come back after 

Mr. Bugliosi supposedly explains. 

Now, Supposedly ‘aitument is made  based upon 

inferences that ,Can: be Made based upon things that 
c 

happened In. thecturtroam and bafedupon matters that are 

pertinent to the case, and he' must be arguing some kind of 

inference, otherwise your goner stipad striKe'all.that. 
• • 

MR,' KEITH: We didn't object to it, you see: 
_ 	 4 • , 

We didn't object to his arguing-thAt'wayfor a darned, good 

reason, which your Honor undoubtedly now perceives. 

MR. BUGLIOSI: What reason would there be to object 

to i,t? What legal ground would you have to object to my' 

Calling them robots and zombies? 

MR. KEITH I could have objected to it. 

MR, imaLiosit Just to make a verbal sound in court? 

J414 KEITH: i could have objected that it vas mis-

conduct because it was derogatory*  and I didn't. I 

accepted, the argument, , 

You used the term presumably because there was 
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evidence from. Which the fury could infer that they were 

mindless robots. 

If there is evidence froi which the jury can 

so infer, and bearing in mind that a mindless robot can't 

make a decision, can't forM„,an intent, you pushabutton-and 

the robot walks off,- that. indicates diminished capacity. 
• 

Sure. It indic4tOS theywerenit-aeting under their own 

free will butqinder the Infltpnee ofsOmebody'elSe', 
, 	, 

Don't laugh.„ Vince. Youmade the argument, 

didnIt, I a4 serious abOut 
j 	 te r , • 	A 

, 
MR. 13UGLIOSI: I know 

MR, XMTR: We might as:54e1Iaett1e the instruction 

because I may well want to argue that in order to have 

-malice aforethought you have to have an intent, or at 

leatt an ,Intent to kill. An intent is, a decision-making 

process., and it you are a robbt„ you can't make a decisiOn; 

therefore, you Can't forM an intent. 

So s  X might Well, argue that, 

MR. BUGLIOSI.: I think it would be a good argument ' 

on your part that Leslie did stab people'but she didn't 

intend to kill them. I don't quarrel with that argument. 

MR. KEITH.; X am dumb but I am not that duMb. 

THE COURT: Argument it One thing, instruction is. 

• 24 
	

something else. 
25 I. 	 I don't know what Mr: Bugliosi meant, To me, 
26 it appeared to be typical of many things that lawyers say 
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irk argument';. a figure .of speech:. 

I -dontt choose to regard it that way, 
3 	your liOn-or-., 
4 	 THE QOM!. That 	your priviIge, *hut irk viewing 

whether or not an insitrUctivn shouXd. ibe. 	I,have to 

be.  'guided by the evidence., hot by what the. attorney 'says 
7 	'during the course of the argUnieht: I 
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MR. FITZGERALD: is your lionOr ruling there is no 

evidence in this record of diminished capacity.?. 

THE COURT': Well, I haven't made such a ruling 

specifically;  but if you contend otherwise I would 

oertainlY•like to hear your contentions. 

DIR. FITZGERALD: You are refusing the instruction on • 

diminished capacity? 

THE OMIT: Well, my present thinking is there is no 

evidence - o support any instruction like that. 

ma. KEITH: That instruction says "mental illness, 
Mental, defect, •Or any other cause." 

Concededly, no psYOhiatrist has, gotten up on 

a stand and.said that the defendant had diminished capacity 

and was incompetent to Form the intent for malice afore-

thought, whateVer that May be. 

But I don't have to have a psychiatrist 

THE COURT: No, but you have to have some evidence. 

You have to have something more than mere speculation, 

otherwise under yOur theory a diminished capadity instrUQ-0 

tiOn would be mandatory in every case regardless of the 

evidence. 

- MR. KAY: You are pointing out what Mr. Bugliosi 

says, but you forget that Mr;  Fitzgerald told the.  ury how 

intelligent, all these girls were. 

MR, FITZGERALD: Your Honor is giving felony murder 

instructions.. That is a matter which is simplygrOS4 
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- speculation. I consider it to be reversible error. 

You are giving It 'on the Irras4 	piqoaecutfign 

Made an argument where he said there was no felony murder 

and the 'evidence indicated there was no felony murder 

betause there was no burglary Or robbery. 

:Ifyou are going to give those instructions, it 

seems tome that rationale implies obviOugtly, we ought to 

have diminished capacity*  

THE °CURT: Certainly there is evidence of a felony, 

	

MR..B1JGLIOSI: The .70. 	• 

THE CORI': Linda Kasabian testified she was.  going 

.out on, a burglary. 

MIL BUGLIOSI: Right, and the $70 that was taken. 

by Tex Watson. 

THE COURT: Now, whether or not the other defendant0 

bad that SpeCific intent, of course, its another matter) but 

one of the principals in the offense, and the one that 

teStified„ Said that she had it. ' 

She is an accomplice as a- matter of law. There 

is evidence to Support aiblony murder instruction, OP 

question about that in my mind. 

But diminished capacity 'is something else 

M114. KEITH:. It seems to me, your Honor, it cuts 

bOth ways: Mr,. BugliOsi argues in effect, at least the 

- way I understood the argument)  that there Was no felony 

murder:' 
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A. BAY: That argument. 

THE COURT: He can concentrate on a premeditated 

and deliberate first-degree m4rder if he wants to, 

lie is pot required to argue felony murder if he does not 

want to. 

hE,. OITE4 Well, I would be hard put to argue that 

the jury consider that there was no malice aforethought 

here unless your Honor gave a manslaughter instruction 

based pn diminished capacity, althoUgh it seems to me I 

would .be entitled to do so if Mr, Bugliosi is entitled to 

argue mindless robots, because of the intent element 

required, 

TEE' COURT: In order to give .a diminished capacity 

inStructiOn„ I would have to see some substantial evidence 

of.  diminished capacity. I have seen no evidence of that 

whatever. 

The fadt that one person ay dominate another, 

as the People have argued and as the testimony seems to 

indicate — 

NH. KEITH; Domination to the point of substituting 
'me to 

his mixed' for theirs, which it seems,to/be evidenCe of 

diminished capacity. 

THE COURT: I see no evidence of that. 

.I'R. 4EITH: That., is exactly the way it was argued, 

they are zbmbies because they no longer have any free will, 

any freechdice, 

23 
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.THE COURT.: The eVidendo does not suppOrt that, 

regapdlest of what Mr,'Euglioairs argument said. • 

am not swayed any more by Ar. EugliosiI$ 

argument than 1 am by the exaggerations by counsel In any 

oa$0. 

You can argue whatever you like within reason 

and within the limitations of the rules of argument, but 

that does not change the evidence. - 

MR. FITZGERALD: Well, the appellate forum might 

be a more appropriate forum, but obviously the law is 

not that You need substantial evidence for diminished. 

capacity instruction. 

mean, I thin% l have a duty to inform yoU of 

that as an officer of the court. 

THE COURT.: X have to see some eVidence• of it, 

1/1r. Fi4gerald, 

MR, FITZGERALD: You made the statement there ha0 

to be substantial evidence, 

THE COURT: I don't mean it in the sense that it has 

to be substantial to the degree that it would support a 

finding "beybnd, a reabonable cfoubt, • 7110 is not what I was 

referring to' at all,' I don,t want you to take it as 

meaning that,' 
A 

24 
	 But z have to see some evidence Of it. There 

I• 

is none, 

13' 

14 

16: 

17 

26 , 	 1r you' disagree with that statement, ,point out 
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- 	s  
ItEIT,H: And tI -feel 1- shouid be able to argue it 

MR-. KEITH: It is not unbelievable, Mr. MUsich„ I 

cannot 'argue manslaughter unless he giVes the instruction. 
IR. MVSIa4: ,Th4t has nothing to do with ,whether an 

instruction shOuld be given or not, 

19.727  

to me right now what you think is evidence of diminished 

capacity. 

MR. VITZGERALDI The entire tenor of the ProsecUtion's 

case. 

THE COVET: Are you talking now about argument? 

PITZGERALD: No, no, no, no, no, no. 

`T'EE COVET: I am not asking what they contend.. 

want to know What the evidence says that you contend• shows 

diminished capacity. 

MR. PITZGERALD: I take .it the prosecution's 

argument is based on reasonable-inferences from the 

evidence* mr it is not based on reasonable inferences from 

the evidence, it 15 a useless exercise in Oratory. 

JUL MICH; You should argue or rebut it, but you 

don't Ask a Court's instruction based on something the 

proseCutioni argued; therefOre there must be evidence of it 

and therefore you want your instruction. That is unbeller- 

Able. 

4 

1 

2 
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7, ,  

because It is .important in this case, 
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MR. EXTMERALM: The prosecution, s argument in their 

entire case is that ;Charles-Manson was not present at the 

.scene of these crimes xioik .did he actually ph,ysic.ally 

participate in Counts I through.  V ih the indictment. 

He actually ordered other people to commit the 
. • 

offenses. Not only that -- he COnspired, ilombined and 

confederated with the other defendants -in order to perpetrat 

the offenses. 

Your honor allowed in evidence to show Manson's 

relationship to the other defendants, and Mansonf s control, 

and Mango& s power over the other defendants, and that 

obviously indicates some sort of reduced -capaaity on the 

part.  of the persons who are ordered to commit the offenses. 

If such is not the case, perhaps in order to 

,protect our record adequately, we should go back to the 

transcripts and make motions to strike the testimony that 

- was admitted to show the relationship between the parties, 

and to show power, it any, that Manson had over his girls. 

. For example,_ your Honor allowed into evidence 

testimony of Terry Melcher that the defendants in procession 1 

fashion tollowed Manson; that they at the appropriate - time 

followed his suggestions by accompanying him in his music--

as just ail. example. 

There were =several witnesses who testified as 

to the orders *Manson gave people; how Manson got people 

. together in the morning and gave them instructions; that 
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I 
	no one disobeyed Mt. Hhnson's orders. 

Your Himor allowed into evidence several 

instances of questions by Mr. Bugliosi where he asked 

people if they in fact ever heard anybody, or ever saw 

5 
	anybody disobey Mr. Manson, et cetera, et cetera, et 

cetera, which clearly indicates, = and I think; the, whole 

tenor of the prosecution-1  -s ease is that Monson had some 

power over thebe peopithat hesctually exercised theit 

intellectual functione, and th, thay,in fact were 

lo: 	mechanical extensions of himself. 

11 
	 THE COURT: well, you can'argUel it,41n-14sy you, like: 

12 
	I see no evidence Whatever of diminished capacity, in the 

legal sense in this case, 

HR. FITZGERALD: Unless it hurts, why not give it? 

15 
	These defendants are on trial for their lives. Could it 

16 
	possibly hurt anything to give the itstructions? 

HR. MUM: It :could Confuse the jury, It is a 

19: • 
	very complex area: 

/ don't knostvho understands diminished 

20 
	capacity. I 'certainly dontt and I read all the cases 

21 
	that -- 

22 
	 MR: KEITH: There are adequate instructions on the 

23 
	subject,. 

.HR. BUGLIOSI: There are? 

25 
	 BR: KEITH: One CAL:TIC instruction, 8.77 sets it 

26 
	out. 
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MR. =LIM: I don t 	COurt has 

the vaguest notion themselves what is diminished capacity. 

MR, 'ITZGERALD; If there is no evidence, obviously 

the jury is not going to find second degree murder,. 

THE COURT:. You are getting a  second degree murder 

instruction. 

AR. FITMERALD: Not based on diminished capacity, 

tor 'are we getting a manslaughter instruction based on 

diminished capacity, 

If there is no evidence, why does anyone need 

to worry. 

THE' COURT: You can use that argument to its illogical 

extreme, you can start at the beginning of CALJIC and go 

to the end, there is no,barm. 

BR. WITH: Xf your Honor is going to permit me to 

argue that these girls or anyone of them were under such 

domination by.  Manson that they did not have the capacity 

to form an intent, based on their own free will or free 

choice or decision, that effectively their decision-making 

powers have been destroyed by Manson -- if X could argue 

that, sort of an extension of Mr. Bugliosi's argument -- 

THE COURT: I donft see why you cannot argue that. 

You can argue they did not have specific intent; I think 

you are entitled to argue 'why they did not have it. 

26 
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MIL MITa: T think I auL4  :too, and X intend to. 

BUt then I ought td• be sacked up by a little law. Where 

does that leave the jury? SuppoSe the.jury.believeite, 

THE COT: 'There are a number of different instruc-

tiofts in bore telling the jury Ndi4t W.ytil Of: Specific intent 

s required. 
J 

There is no problem there; you've -got plenty 

of laW. 

rot that reason, or for the reasons X have 

enunciated, there simply is no evidence of diminished 

capacity in the legal sense. I tmnot going to give the 

instruction. 

I want to give these requested instxuctions 

some numbers, to follow the numbers of the other requested 

instructions so the record will be perfectly clear. 

Would you get the file,: Mr. Darrow? 

(The Clerk leaves the chambers of the court.) 

Now, while we are waiting for the Clerk to 

return, I have changed two instructions. Do you have your 

instructions here? 

MR. MUM: Nay I get it? 

MR, IEXTH Mine are out in the courtroom. 

THE COURT:. Well, we might as well discuss it right 

now. 

(Whereupon the attorneys leave the chambers 

of the court and return.) 
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• 
THE GOURT: 1 tm numbering your'rdquests for •aaitipna 

instructions starting with No. CALI•1C 8.7, as Defendants' 

requested instruction 120, just so we maintain a sequence, 

Mr . 

MR. KEITE: Tes, your Honor. 

TM COURT: For the record, so that when I as a 

ruling on it it will be designated -- 

BR. ITH: I understand. 

	

THE COURT1 	that request contains a request for 

three different instructions, CALJIG 8.77, CAL= 8.41 as 

modified., and Ca= 8.48 as modified. 

And I am going to refuse each of those instruc-

tions. They will be designated respectively Defendants' 

requested instructions 120,121 and 122, and I have marked 

those or the face of the request. 

NR. FITZGERALD: May the record again reflect 

THE COURT: .lust a moment. Pm sorry, I misstated 

myself. 

Those should be requested instructions 121, 122 and 

123. Strike the 120 mentioned before. There already is 

	

a requested 120,. 	• 

Then XV. leseith also made a request for a 

special instruction which will be numbered 124, and that 

is the request that relates to -- 

VA. =In: not relates to the.prosecution being 

bound by exculpatory statements of one of the defendants. 
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May the Court please, I also requested 6.22; 

it is already in the Instructions. I apologize; it was 

tucked away behind the conspiracy instructions so I did 

not notice it. 

THE COURT: All right. 

ER. KEITH: You can cross that out. 

TEE COURT: I won't cros4 ie out but 6.22 is being 

given. 

NR. 	And the citations to the special instruc- 

tion, I apologize, are after the request for 6.22. Those 

Citations were part of special instruction request. 

'THE COURT: I,donot quiee tinderstand this one about 

Miss Van Houten.. 

Slideld the COUrt instruct that the•jiary 'has 

to believe anything? 

The fact that she :t9 la a witness that she 

Van Houten, stabbed sonieone who 	dead, why is, the jury 

required to believe that?' 

ER, KEITH:.  The point is that they should be 

THE COURT: Why should you want the jury to believe 

that she said it? 

KEITH: That is not the point. The point is not 

ybether or not she said it, 'hut if they believed she said 

it, then they cannot also believe that she stabbed somebody 

While they were still alive, a living human being. 

TUE COURT: Why did you single out that particular 
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piece o testimony from, all the other testimony in the 

case? by should the jury be instructed, that they must 

believe? 

NR rITZGERALD: Why did the supreme Court decide 

the Estrada case the way they decided it? That is the 

law. Estrada is the law. 

1411. ElIGLIOSlt Estrada is a District Court of 

Appeal case and Estrada is not a conspiracy case, so it 

makes a big difference. 
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MR. FITZGERALDJ Limited to the murder counts., 

104 BUCILIOSI; OXay. But the point is -- 

THE COURT: In the first place, how does Defehdant 

Van Houten- know.whether the body, was dead or alive? 

MR. KAY: That's right. 

MR. KEITE: That is the pant. 

The prosecution introduced that statement; 

Now, it they believe Dianne Larce, then I feel, under the' 

state of the evidence, in other words, if they believe 

that Leslie Van Houten made that statement, then they 

should not be in a position tO saY that Miss Van Houten 

stabbed anybody, while they were still alive, .because this 

was a statement ilit,rodUced by the prosecution, and to me, 

it is,  a built-in defense-4 
. 	4 

That is no crime. It may be a crime, but it 

certainly is not, murder. ' 

MRS  BUGLIOSI: There is 	aiding and abetting 

and conspiracy. 	 • 

• 

IR. XEXTH: I understand that. 

MR, BUGLIOBI: Bo, even if Rosemary was already dead, 

if%your client is an alder and 'abettor and co.-conspirator,' 

she would still be.guiity of firat-degree murder wouldn't 

she? 

Alt. KEITH: That is true. 

• I bave some things to say about that, too. 

MR, BuaIoSI: The.ucIoset" argument? 
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KZITH: I have a lot of arguments. 

KAY; We don't even know for sure that she 

stabbed Rosemary. Maybe it was Leno. 

MR. SHINN: Is the prosecution saying that on the 

record? 

ER, KITH: .  The onlitthing you know that you have 

evidence about what Miss Van Houten did Inside the house --

evidence; I don't say it is, necessarily cridible-eVidence --

is that she stabbed somebody after they, were dead. 

X dOn't Want the pit, if theY believe that 

Leslie Van Houten made that statement,1 don't want the jury 

to be able to say: Well, how does she know whether the lady 

was dead or not, or whether one of the people was dead? 

The prosecution is bound. They should be stuck 

with.' that. 
The jury Shouldn't be able to find, if they 

believe Dianne Lake's statement -- or testimony, I ahoUld 

say -- the Jury should not be in a position to find that 

she stabbed anybody that Was alive.. 

MR. BUOLIOSI: I query Estrada, Estrada is an old 

case, I think 19a6. 
MR. KEITH:, It has been followed. 

MR. ;.111UOLIOSI: .It is a DCA case. 

MR. KEITH: It has been followed. 

It is usually followed in. self-defense cases,. 

This would be .a little unique4  .1 must concede, but neverthe-

less, there is a line of cases that holds when you 
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introduce an exculpatory statement that, in effect, 

establishes a defense, without any other evidence, that is 

it. 

MR, BVGLIOSI: .That statement is not exculpatory, it 

is inculpatory, 

'She is saying she is an .cider and abettor, 

She is saying she i at the scene. 

8 

10 
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12 
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.6 • . 
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MR. VIZI: I take issue with whether killing some-

body after they are dead is aiding and abetting in the 

committing of a murder. 

ER. BUCLIOSX: She was there in the middle of the.  

night. Whether she is murdering or not -- 

THE COURT: It could hardly be more inculpatory, in 

my opinion. 

 

1Q 

The fact that she says the body was dead 

couldn't possibly help her 

ROW could it helpherf, Letts assume the body 

was dead. How could thsit:helli her? 

She is idmitting being present, using,a weapon 

in conjunction with whoever else was there at the time and 

place that the murders were conroitted.:, . 

MR: XEITR: There isn't any evidence thati  she.vas 
4 	 A 

there wielding a weapon until after somebody is already 

dead. 

THE COURT:, Of course 'there to evidence: That 1;5 

precisely the point. There 	a great deal of evidence. 

There is the evidence of Linda Itasabian that 

she was there, 

kR. ICEITH: I am "going to offer another instruction 

too — I haven't had it typed yet -- about the mere 

presence at the scene of a crime. 

MR.BUGLIOSX: Yes. A lot of people think the mere 

presence at the scene -- that is the rule of aiding and 

az 

T3 
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 18.  
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abating. 

MR. KANAREK: May I see those, your Honor? 

THE COURT: See what? 

MR. UNARM The two instructions? 

THE COURT: You, say yOur have some additional instruc- 

tiots? 

MR, KEITH: Yes. 

I have got them writtet1 up on a piece of paper 

here in longhand. 

THE COURT: How soon will you, be able to submit those? 

I think we should have all the instructions, 

as soon as possible,. 

MR. KEITH: My secretary is not here today, so X 

wontt be able to get it to you until Monday. 

THE COURT: Vine. 

As 'I say, I think we should settle the instrud- 

tions as soon as possible for the benefit of all coUnsel 

who are arguing or who have not yet argued. 

There is you,. and of course Mr. Kanarek 

still arguing, and the people may have rebuttal, 

just cant t see any theory under which this 

requested instruction 124 could or should be given, 

• 14r. Keith, and I am going to refuse that, 

MR. KEITH« .  Very 

KANAREK: Your Honor, / would like to join in  

that instrUction of Mr. Keith .arid would like to make 

, 	-e 
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argument to the Court 4so in connection with the 

manslaughter instructions; which I join in on. 

In connection with that, I invite your Honor' a 

attention to the bizarre natureAofthekalings. 

. 	Now, if you take the prosecutiontstheory At 
— , 

its face value, it would appear that. Xxc')Uumunt 

Manson -- has ordered people mutilated. That is, he 

ordered not just the killing, but he has ordered the 

horrendous results that, Dr. Voghchi has presented to us 

and that the pictures purportedly present to us. 

now, a specific intent, if these people went 

out there .not just to kill but to do what ht. Bug cosi 

said, that is, to chop people-up that way, that is equivalent 

to dismemberment. That is :c u1, 	to Mr. Manson himself 

THE COURT: That would be a felony murder too, 

wouldn't it? 

11114 XANAREK: Pardon? 

THE COURT: That would-be felony murder too, 

wouldn't it? 

R.. MURK:. No. It could be a. manslaughter, your 

Honor; Yes* 

THE COURT:. Felony murder mayhem? 

NR. UNARM No mayhem intended: killing is 

intended, your Honor. There is no intent just to --

mayhem involves just -- it is a situation wherein someone-

is allowed to live but their nose or ear or something or 
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other is culvott. 	 j 	1 
MR*: 	 YOIL teat, the defendant getA credit 

if the victim dies, then it-  goes from first to manslaughter? 
• 1 R. UNARM I. think we are all in agreement that 

the California eases certainly bold fttiat, 1f -there is even 

the ,slightest bit of evidence the slightest bit of 

evidence upon which an instruction can be based, that that 

instruction must be given. And Mr. Bugliosi, I think this 

record reveals„ -- I• think we were on the record when he 

talked about All he needs is .a speck of Circumstantial 

evidence; just give him a few specks and he can, expand it 

into a conviction.- 

THE COURT: We are getting off the point, Mr, Kanarek. 

MR, UNARM: No, your Honor, I don't think so, 

because the bizarre nature •Of this, from the very fact -- 

,THE COURT: I halie already ruled on these requested 

instructions. There Was argument and I have ruled. So, 

there is no point: in opening up the arguMent all Over 

again. 

MR. XAN4REK: Well, I join in on the manslaughter 

instructions. 

May I see those so I can enunciate the exact 

numbers for the record, your Honor? 

MR. KEITH: 121, 122 and 123. 

MR. UNARM: Thank you. 

THE COURT: I indicated to counsel that I made some 

Changes. 

i , 

a • 	.3. 
4 
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If you will look on Page 8 of the instructions 

that Igave to you. ' 

A modification' to OLJIC 206. This was pointed 

but- by the prosec4tiOn and I think it Is a. good change. 

In tiffectt  what hap been "s 	is to add„-.after 

the wqrda 4 consciousnesa of, guiltu on Line 4, adding the 

words "of the particular, Wendant that.attphpted to;: 

suppress said evidence." 
k 

MR. FITZ0gRALDf I will object to the'addition. 

I will also request, because there is no 

evidence In this record to demonstrate that Patricia 

Krenwinkel intimidated any witness or attempted to suppress 

any evidence, that the instruction be made not applicable - 

tn her, and that the jury be fro instructed. 

lam asking that this instruction be limited 

to the person or persons against whom there is any evidence 

in the record that they suppressed evidence. 

THB COURT: That is precisely what the change say84 

10111. FITZ0BRALD Yes, But I want to be very clear 

that I am asking your Honor -- I want to be very clear ---

there la no• evidence in this record whatsoever that 

Patricia Krenwinkel attempted to intimidate a witness or 

suppress any evidence, and I am asking that this instruction 

be made not applicable to her by name to the jury. 

That is to say,.that this instruction be 

limited by name to the defendant or defendants to Whom 

- 
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there Is evidence in the record that they suppressed or 

intimidated. 

MR.  KEITH: I will join In that. 

MR, IMLIOSI: Of course, we have Patricia Krenwinkel's 

statement that she made to Linda IZasabian at the ranch, 

"You had to open your big mouth.' 

It is not a classical. intimidation of a witness 

ltUatien. 

MIL FITZGERALD: She wasn't a witness. 

BUGLIOOI: Yes. 

MR. WARM,  May the words "such as by the intimida- 

tion of a witness," because that Is a fact question for 

the jury to decide, if yOUr Honor is going to pinpoint 

Mr. Manson —.inferentially, certainly' that is what thie 

is done for -- whether or not there is any intimidation or 

not is really a fact, question for the jury to decide. 

That is a conclusion which the prosecution 

would make us believe.' I would ask that your Honor strike 

"such as by .the Intimidation" and .et the jury decide. 

Let the jury„ the triers of fact, decide whether 

there is any suppression, 

If your Honor is going to add those words that 

your- Honor is suggesting, then -- 

1 
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• THE COURTI . Well„ I' think in, view of Mt, Fi4geraldfs 

comments, 	perhaps the prosecution. should redraft this 

instruction so that it pertains only to 'Mr, Manson, and 

you might set forth the spedific Circumstances so that it 

IS pinpointed, much along the lines of the Xrenulnkel 

instruction 17Zarding Krenwinkel's refusal to make hand-

writing Specimens. 

• ' in other words, if they find that it occurred, 

then they might consider it in such and such a way, and 

pinpoint it as to a partimilar defendant, 

V2, KANAREK: Your Honor,'I will object to that on 

the grounds of due process- and equal pretection. 

Why should Mr, Manson be singled out? 

Patricia Krenwinkel suppressed eVidence by way of --

THE COURT:.  He is singled out because the only 

evidence in the case that pertains to suppression relates 

'to him. That is why, 	- 

MR. =ARM: What about Patrieia Krenwitkel making 

THE COURT: There is 4 special instruction covering 

that . 

MR. UNARM Yes. However, this particular Amstruc-

22 tion, yoUr"Honor, this particUar instruction would cover 

'23 	the 

24. 	 THE. QOM: YOu are 'objecting now before. we have the 

Instruatidn.4 	Xaparelc.: 

26, 	 MR. XANAREK: /. ant taking argument,. 
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THE COURT: You will have a chance to objeot after 

We see what the redrafted instruction is; 

- Now, there is another Change and that would be 

on Page 77, 

to read: 

CALJ10 l7443. The second sente4ce is changed 

"If you return a verdict of guilty of 

murder in the first degree as to any particular,  

coUnt or a verdict of,guilty of conspiracy to 

commit murder as alleged in Count VIII, then 

the, matter of penalty or punishment as to those 

counts : gill be considered and determined in 

separate proceeding." 

MR. KANAREK: Could your. Honor say that again? 

We had difficulty" locating that instruction. 

THE COURT: The second sentence is changed to read 

well, let's just read it back; 

(The record was read by the reporter.) 

THE. COURT: Any comment? 

MR. AEITH: No. 

THE COURT: Any comment? 

MR. KANAREK: I at 'sorry, Ho. 

KEITH: No, not on my part.. 

	

.24 	THE COURT: Then the.People will redraft, if they 

	

25: 	want such an instruction, CAL4C 206 as Illave indicated, 
7 	, 

	

26 	and we can take-that matter up at a later time. 
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All 4zht, 

Anything else before we resume? 

ME. BVGLIOSI: No, 

THE OMIT: All right. 

(The following proceedings occur in open 

court, The jury is all preaent. All, counsel except 

Mr. Hughes present. Defendants absent.): 

THE COVET: All Counsel end jurors, are present, 

Zou my continue your argument, Mr. Itanarek. 

MR. KAXAREK: Thank you, yOur Honor. 

Good morning, ladies and gentlemen. 

I would like, before I go ahead in connection 

with this:  Matter of conspiracy, lust to discuss for 

very, very few moments the mechanical aspect of this court- 

WhateVer you try to do in terms of preparing 

an argument, you have Mechanical difficulties. 

This 	by way of any apologies, Just by 

way of explanation,. 19 

• go. 

22 

21 
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The prosecution sits over here. They, through-

out the trial, according to our procedures, sit here,.and 

there are certain mechanical difficulties, and if there was 

anything about that that is significant, then we as jurors 

should take that into account, whatever that might be. 

But also, we don't have the resources that 

the District Attorney has, 

Mr. Bugliosi was very efficient. Mr. Ugliosi 

had someone here, someone from the District Attorneyts 

office who as able to coordinate his presentation. 

And for whatever that might be worth, we don't have those 

facilities .. 

Now, in the matter of conspiracy, and in 

everything that we are.speaking of;  everything that we are 

Saying here, we vigish to sppeaI,,to your Intellect, not 
A° 

to. your emotion0y-just your thinkihg processes. 

This is the reason that we:trtto pick ,jurbrs„ 

and in a community like this, in...community lice Los "  

Angeles, we have the luxury of beii4.-able to piCk'pe4le 

who donut lulow the litigants and don't know any of the 

lawyer0. 

Vbu take 'a county like Tulare county or Trinity 

County or Alpine County, those small communities, they Can 

never get juror that Aoesntt know the litigants, by 

the very nature of the population being so small, 

So, me have the added benefit of objectivity 
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1 here in Los Angeles 'CountY because: We can get urors,the 

don't know the litigants. 

And this conspiracy 	are' some who 

-would :demean the jury instructions who 'would say that the 

case is decided upon what a good public speaker a laviyer 

may be. or how his perSonality may be, this or that or the 

other thing, but that we are asking here is that we do 

. use the jury instructions., because we have every reason to 

hope that in using those jury instructions we will be 

udicial. 

That is the law. That is what we are here for. 

So, the law of conspiracy is a little bit 

unusual; it is interesting, actually, when you stop to. 

thinU about it, as fir. Fitzgerald has pointed out about 

a contract, that is true,. a .conipiracy is an allegation: of 

a criminal contract, and it is A-criminal contract where 

specific intent is required. 

There is just as much specific intent required 

for conspiracy as there is for murder.. 

to have here a situation'there there is 

no question the prosecution believes -- they may: not have 

enunciated it 	but they belieVe that Mr. Watson is a 

homiCidal maniac, a murderer -- there is to question about 

that 	but for their purposes in this courtroom, they 

1uud:Idm to be a puppydog, they want him to be a lackey, of 

r. Manson. 

4d-2' 

6, 
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5-1 	 Now, the law -, before you can have a 

2 	conspiracy you must have the agreement that we have apoken 

of, and in order to have an agreement there must be, there 

must be words uttered ,- there Must be a distinct loo. 

per cent, specific intent to -commit murder on two,  nights --

6: •  two nights 1 

7 	 You will. get a jury instruction which mentione 

4 	August the 8th through AUguOt the 10th. 

Now, the prosecution, you see, the prosecution, 

10 	Mr, BUgliOsi, is_ going to argue to you, which he hasn't 

li 	in his- opening statement, Ileis. gOing to argue to,  you 

that you can never find,,-. very rarely can we present: a 

).& 	criminal coniPracy,'where' the 	are actually listened 

14. to, that is's  they sit around4 tabIe.an9. they discuss 

What Various' sohemes they are.. goitigk. to ' 	'they. talk about 

16: 	it. $ 	' 

And his pOitt is gain to" be that,critinal 

u 	conspiracy by the very nattareofit,Hyou',donittget this 

10, kind of evidence where people -actually sit around and you 

. a.et someone who listens to that kind of evidence. 

01 	 But you do, you do, if there is a criminal 

2g • Conspiracy 	Mr. De Carlo was convicted of smuggling„ or 

something; as he put it, 1 think it was Marijuana, 

across the border, which would be a federal charge. 

'Now., if somebody conspired to smuggle marijuana, 

and. there Was a ring that was working to smuggle malljuina, 
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and .one of the peop-le who was part of that ring becomes a 

person who became a witness; that person !mild utter-  --

he w.ould come'to the witness. stand and be able to utter. 

what, happened, in connection with the con.spitacy. 

The person would say..4. "Weill  we dedided than 

would b.e this person, that we buy the atariduaria 

frOmi there is going, to be ,this,  person somewhere near 

El Paso that is going to help us get it aCrost bOrder at 
• " 

JUarez*  and then,we r  are,goig to do this. and" -- and so 
• • 	.1 forth and. so," On. 	.  

:Now, there ,you would •be''-able to,haVe 

conspiracy proof by, a partiepant, and, actually he could 

relate the words of the ionSpirb.ci;,  that person - hem* 

given iMmunity)  the case •beiv.g .diamissed against: that 

pertpon4 

Now, in this easel  in this case. (viten •though 

because -of the number of charges, there is a tendency for 

us to broad-brush, and forget that. we have seven, counts of 

murder>  one as to Abigail Volger. 

15:  

16 

la 

19 

There is one- as to Steven Parent. 

There is -pile. as to Sharon Tate Polanski. 

There is one aS to Voityck Frykowtki. 

There is one as. to John -Thomas Sebring. 

There is one as to Leno' La Bianca and tb.ere_is_ - 
• one as try Rosemary La. Biance,..--- 

And then we have Count =Is  which is the 
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allegation of the conspira0Y. 

Now, if this were a single count w_ 

{Whereupon, there is an interruption of the 

proceedingsv) 

(The following proceedings were had at the 

bench, the Court, the bailiff and the Court reporter onlY 

being present1) 

Th CO M. 	I want the record to reflect this woMan 

walked into: the courtroom, and, from the hack of the court-, 
.  

'WM said in a loud tone ' Of Void* which I was able to hear 

from the bendh,, someA5 feet away: 
..! 

"1 dame here, to defend my. :4•!other;",; 

Then she made some Other remarks,on: the,way up • 
. 	• 	. 

to the railing, where she *as stopped by the' balliff04: 

and said something else to the effect that;o- uI cap* here 

td defend my Christian brother,' and, "It is written in 

the 134.1)1ml-4- or words to that effect, and then she was 

taken out. 

She appeared to me to be under the influence 

of something, although she was not weaving visiblyt  but her 

demeanor and the look on her fade and the *ore or less 

glazed look in her eyes indicated to me that she was under 

the inflUence off', something.. 

(The following proceedings were had in open 

court in the presence and hearing of the lUryt) 

MR, ITITZURALD: May we approach the benefit. 
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B. KANAREX: May *approach the bench? 

THE COURT; Verk 

(The''following proceedings were had at the 

4 1 bench out of:the hearing pt 4the jury, ,alb., PounSel and the 

COurt being present0 

1/IT4GERAIM: 4rst: I Wa4d lake to inquire, if 
r.

I   might, as to whether the remarks of the interloper)  that 

perhaps the Court reporter haS. 	, 

THE QOVRT REPORTER: I couldn't hear it. 

THE COURT: I heard what she said and I indicated tp 

the reporter what My recollection was of what she said when 

she walked into the courtroom.. 

She was tearing something, I don't knoWl  a 

pad or  papers  or something, and I could hear her frot the 

back, and she said, "I came here to defend my brother," or 

"icy Christian brother." 

And then she walked up the aisle and toward the 

railing and she was finally stopped by the bailiffs, and she 

said Substantially the same thing againl  and she added 

something, "It's written in the Bible," or words to that 

effect. 

22 

14 

 

.Arid then she was escorted out againl and she 

said something as she Walked out of the door, I think it 

was ,again substantially the same thing that she said before, 

or a portion of it, 
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11R. XCITH: 	'sounded to me like "I came• to defend 
my Christian principiei," 'as she' was walking 'but,  of the 
door. 

nin COMM; She appeared to' me ,:to be under thi.,  
influence of something, although she did not appear to be 
weaving physically, the look on her race and the glazed 

look in her eyes indicated to me she was under the influence 
of :something, 

MR. SHIM: I can inform the Court l know this girt, 
your Honor, her name is Nancy Davis. 

She has called me lawny times to visit Charlie, 
and she has been in court before .many times, your Honor, 
and have no connection with this matter this -morning, 
your 'Honor. 

R. KAMM Your Honor, what I would move for is 
-unt evidentiary hearing 	rm. sure your Honor -- and I have 
no doubt your Honor has attempted to faithfully put forth 
on the record what he heard. 

have no way of knowing myself, although 
heard some of the words, I think the only way we, can get on 
that record what actually was said, so the Court can. make 

a finding of fact as to what it gas, or what words were 

uttered, would be to take immediate testimony by the 
people here, and 1 move that the people be removed -4- 

1R COURT: 'What is the point of that? 

MR. Matt: so Ve will know what words were uttered. 
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THE: COURT: I heard what was uttered. I just told 

you• 

1011A1E1: That is my motion. 

THE COURT: It I missed one or two words, it doesn't 

ehange anything. 

M..ltaitita,: That it my motion,, your Honor, 

TIM COURT: Mat possible purpose would that serve? 

MR. ItalMit.: So we can have on record -- 

The' . -COURT: You heard it. If you disagree with 

what I said, be free to indicate on the record what you 

thought she said, 

ICA/MCK: Iita sure 	as I say, don't doubt 

your Honor" s integrity, but there is even a jury instruci. 

tion that people see the sameavent 

THE -Cam that has this to do with that? 

MR. TkiVAREK: I would like to have it on the record, 

your Honor. 

Your Honor is the one to rule. 

TIM COURT: Veil,. as usual you are riot making very 

much sense, Mr. Kanarek. 

ICANARF,M: Yo= Honor certainly isnot saying 

that he is infallible, the only percipient person here, 

and the deputies that were there -- 

Tit COURT: Tie areqiot going to prolong this. 

KAMM: tour- Ronor is the one to rule. 

suggesting'77'I make the motion • 
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THE COU'RT: 	am Tulin, 	Kanarek. Your motion 
is denied., whatever it was. 

11R. KAMM: Then I would ask your Honor to volt 

dire the jury as to what effect this may have on them. 

.COURT 1 They are, going to be instructed to 

disregard the remarks of this woman, whoever she is. 

I am also going to have her examined to see 

if she is 'under the influence of any narcotics. 

VAR. BUCLIOST: She got too far up here, Itm very 

surprised that the courtroom security would permit her 

to get 40 far as she did, and then they were very gentle 

with her. 

THE COURT: There is no reason for them to be 

r04.1g11)  but I agree she got too far. 

MR. BUGLIOSX: She was talk ,n from the very 
beginning,„ and got up to the rail. there. 

TILE CouRT1 She was not threatening any violence or 

anything like that. 

)1R. MICR; Is the Court contemplating contempt? 

COURT: . I want to have her examined to find out 

'whether she was under the influence of anything. 

Yes, I am contemplating eontempt. 

(The following proceedings were had in open 

court in the presence and hearing of the Jury.) 

TIE COURT: Ladies and gentlemen, with respect 

to this incident that just Qaeurrect„ this woman coning 
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into the courtroom and making soma remarks, I admonish you 

to disregard entirely these remarks. 

She has no connection whatever with this case. 

I am simply telling you to pay no attention to it whatsoever. 

All right, we will proceed, Mt. Kanarek, with 

the argument, 

ERk UNARM And so the prosecution had a person 

here who was an alleged co-conspirator, or person who the 

indictment claimcd was guilty of these seven murders 

and the conspiracy count. 

The Prosecution in the case -- let us Say that 

there was jast one murder and that is, why we are on this 

jurY. We really have our work cut out for us, we have -- 

I mean, well., we atuthink of cases that are 

internationally known where a single person, where a 

single person has passed away, and when just one, just 

one homicide, the case becomes quite involved, and it 

demeans these people that have passed away not to analyze 

each case separately. 

The prosecution has not -- just for the 

purposes of getting a result that they want -- has broad-

brushed so much in this case. 

For instance, because Jay Sebring is inside 

the house, he says, and becauge Linda Kasabian chooses 

to tell you she was not inside the house, Mr. Bugliosi 

• in his summation lumped these people together not as human 
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beings, but he lumped them together as some `kind of -- some 

kind of inanimate type of matter. 

	

3 	 Re did not discuss these passings away indi- 

4 vidually at all because*. Bugliosi had a certain result 

that he wants, 	. 

. Re knows -- he knows that -- he Knows this 

doctrine of reasonable .doubt, and.feam hih standpoint, 
• 

from the result that he wants in this case it is necessary 

to broa&brush. 

Because, if,you pinpoint, if, you pinpoint we 

must, as to 	for instance, for instance Jay Sebring. 

12 Row can we in a court of law tell how Mr. Sebring passed 

away as far As criminal culpability is concerned? 

	

14 	 The case of Nki Sebring is Just as much a 

	

xs 	charge as the case of Abigail Volger. 

	

rs 	 So there. is Linda lasabian here, a co-conspirato 

an alleged co-conspirator who states under oath that on the 

13 first night, when she was there, she had no knowledge that 

19 killings were going to take place. 

	

20 	 She states on the second night when she was 

not there, that is when she knew that the killings were 

	

22 	going to take place. 

	

23 	 So the psychological effect of that type 

24: of programming, that type of discussion with a witness, 

	

25 	time after time after time, by prosecution personnel, 

	

26 	creates a situation to, take— to take the moral pressure 
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off of Linda Casabian, so that when we are ill the jury 

room debating, ,discussing, exchanging ideas, that Linda 

Xasabianwill be -- will be sort o like Nre ago 

We have all seen the cartoon of Mr. Xagoos 

He, creates  all kindi.'of havoc, but ?Ir. Nagoo always 

he go08 over: th'e bridge .and ,he ends ,up }41 and he is 100 

percent...okay, and heis got all ;ports of devastation in 

his vake. 
, 

We have open that cartoon; and this is the 

situation with Linda Ka:sabiati. 
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Ire have Linda Kasabian there creating :all of 

this havoc. We belieVe that certain,— certain things are 
• sort of Obvious, but nevertheless Linda Kaaabian Must be 

4  thought of as something less than 4  criminal,. 

Now, Linda Kaaabian says she had. no knowledge 

there was. zoing. to be 'any killing -- any killing. on the 

first - night 4 

. " Yet the Court is., going to instruct you that 

9. she is an accomplice as a matter of law„ and. she is an. 

10,,:aCcomplice as a matter of jaw as to each and every count 

in this indictment. 

I2 	 Now, in order to prove a conspiracy, as we said, 

13  first we must have the: conspiracy, so we have -- and it is 

-interesting kind of problem, if it did not involve this 

43. kind of a 'tragedy, it is an interesting thing to think 

.16 .. abOut, axed try to 6.nalyze. 

iz 	 Be.cau,Se, you see, in order to prove the 

18  conspiracy you have to prove this agreement. Then after 

• 19  you have proved -- let's say -- let us assume for the sake 

20 or 'argurap# , and we suggest there, is no showing of any 

2I,:conspiracy here. at all, bUt let's assume for the sake of 

argument there is a showing of a conspiracy. 

23 

	

	 After that conspiracy comes into existence, 

then we must use the same deaarationS, the same statements 

to try 	see whether there is any criminal intent, 

'26. criminal, knowledge on the part of these defendants. 

b-i 
	I 
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In other words, there is a two.litage process. 

The first stage is, is there a conspiracy? 

We suggest that no matter which way you slide 

this, there cannot be a conspiracy shown. 

How, Mr. Bugliosi, Mr. Bugliosi has done much 

to get conversation into: this record before us alI. He has 

Paul Watkins; he has Bruce Posten; he has Juan Flynn; he 

has other witnesses who have -- Gregg Jakobson -- he has 

Various Witnesses come to us here and testify. 

'But the interesting thing about their 

testimony is, the intereating.things.bout their testimony 

is that each pf those witnesses adds to what they said. 
us 

"Judge Older has instructed/those statements 

are to be used only against the perspn, who purportedly -. 

who purportedly made the utterances, as to, what they said. 
. 

They mean Mr. Manson. 

sow, therefore$  you cannot use those statements 

of Mr, Manson, the alleged statements of Mr. Manson to 

prove a conspiracy, to prove a conspiracy, itself. 

First of all, the ponspiracy is alleged to 

have Occurred between the 8th and the 10th. That is the 

criminal culpability that is being judged here. 

The prosecution has Alleged between the 8th and 

the 10th, not one whit Of evidence except from Linda 

Kasabian -- except from Linda Kasabian, even as to the 

helte skelter, the' black-white war situation that 
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me, Bugliosi has spoken of, not one word in connection 

with that is befOre us. 

Now, Mr. Bugliosi 	he is going to argue to 

you -- he is going to argue to you:that Mr. Manson'O 

statements are circumstantial evidence, but let's not let 

that fool us. 

The only circumstantial evidence that those 

statements can be used for is Mr. Mansonls alleged intent. 

In the words in other words, Mr.I BUgliosi 

is telling us that Mr. marmon's motive, that he started 

off with some singular motive, and then it developed into 

a secondary motive, and then it developed into a tertiary, 

and so forth. 

In other' words, the motive is a little bit 

obscure at this point as to what it is as far as the 

prosecUtion's viewpoint is concerned. 

But keeping in mind that those purported, 

utterances of Mr. Manson cannot be used against any other 

defendant, it is clear -- it is clear that you cannot use 

those utterances to prove the conspiracy beCause in order 

to conspire youOleed more than one person. 

I thin1 we are all in agreement that you 

cannot conspire with yourself. The law does not recognize 

any such animal. 

So if we, instead of broad brushing it, if we 

look at it in accordance with the Court's instructions, 
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it is clear -- it IS clear that none of Mr. Mansdn's 'tate- 
/ 

tents can be used to prOve the conspiracy. 	/7 - 

L BUGLIOSI4. That' is Got the law. 

THE COURT: The Jury :will take the law from the 

Instructions as given to them-lay: the Court at the olose of 

the case. 	 - • 

Go ahead, Mr, Kanarek, 

AR. KANAREK: We Certainly subscribe to the Courf's 

remarks that as to the detailed law you will have ths:tc41m-  -* 

the jury-,  room. 
- , 

But keeping in Mind that we are -- we are in a 

Court. Of law where subj,ective intent is necessary. In the 

United States of America, .we don't commit pepple unless 

they have theintent to.  do, yrang,, and so, in order to,  prove 

anyone guilty of conspiracy, in 	for anyone to have a 

statement made and used against: him in connection with -a 

conspiracy, It has to be-'7dine' with criminal intent, and 

it has to be done in .connection with the time that is Charged 

-In the indictment: 

Now, the circumstantial evidence that 

Mr, Buglioii is speaking of lips to do with, he has told u0, 

this has to do xith Ire  ftanson's ,potive, Ax'. Manson's 

intent. 

• Now, the interestift thing about the 

statements that- 11r. Matson allegedly' made, the interesting 

thing about all Of those statements is that if we back off 
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a little bit we find if we think of the places that we 

2 have been, and some of the outrageous discussions, I mean 

especially -- especially like you takeo  say, in philosophy 

courses or where people sit and the human bind is allOwed 

s to discuss ideas back and fortii, all kinds of things are 

uttered. 	 4 

And Mr., Manson -- Mr. Manson being au4poicri, 

let us say he is outspoken, and tae has certain ideas 

certain conVictions. 

Now, if Mr. Manson has these convictions; 

can we in the United States of America take those convic-

tions, Whatever Jr. Mansonts convictions are concerning 

religion, philosophy, ethics, mores, can we take those ideas 

and turn them into crime? 

I think back, and Mr. Watkins, in his testimony, 

spoke of the romance. He said something, that there was 

some kind of discussion between him and'Mr. Manson of the 

early Christians, during the t imc::-and I think we will 

411 remember in school how we studied during. the time of 

Augustine, the first three centuries of the Christian era, 

hove the early Christians were mistreated. 

And a fuhny thing about it, in the catacombi,,/,' 

under Home,, there was communal living going on. 

Augustine said all you have to dO la abandOn 

your ideas and we will accept you. 

Abandon your ideaa! 
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They cOndlict;d.mock trials; they had their 

certain type of due probess. They had a mock trial in 
2 

ancient Rome for the Christians that did not shape up. 
3 . 

They had mock- trials -- they, had their mock 
4 

trials and then they brought them out into the Coliseum 

to be eaten by lions, 
6 

They would have their trial and they would be 
7 

fOund guilty of some kind of crime against whoever happened 
8 

to be prosecuting them or who did not Like their ideas, 
9 

and off they go into the Coliseum to be -- to be -- to be 
10 

part or the entertainment, the bread and circuses that we 

have all heard about. 
12 

And the circus that thits trial is is equivalent 
13 

to that of ancient Rome. 

Look at the people here and the press, why should 
15. 

this be 	why should this 	why should this trial have 
.16 

this kind of interest?. Who is fostering this kind of 
17 

interest? 
18 

Phe defendants are locked'up;' they .have no 
19 

way of fostering the kind. of Interest that you people 
20 

have to be sequestered. 
21 

The fact of the matter is that this'is being 
22 

turned into some kind of a money-making. scheme. 
23 

24 

gS 

26 
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The toothpaste that is being sold, the WheatieS 

that are being sold on this trial, the press, they get paid. 

TV people get paid. 

And can we imagine the economy -- can we 

imagine the dollars that have been made on this trial, the 

circus that has been fostered in a criminal court in the 

United States of America? 

So what we have to think about in determining 

this case is, what is the motivation? What is the motiva-

tion in connection with this case as far as Mr. Manson is 

concerned? 

Ahd certainly .7  certainly his statements, 

there is nothing here on those two days concerning 

Helter SkeIter, the black-white war Or ,whatever.. 

Susan Atkins, what is there to show any 

conspiracy on the part of Susan Atkint?' 

The Court has instructed you that. in 'connection, 
1 

with the alleged statements of Susan Atkins, they are to be 

used against Susan Atkins alone. 

In studying this transcript try to rind some 

places where Susan Atkins said something, andoutside of 

'Linda KasabianIs statements as to what Susan Atkins said, 

there is nothing there. 

There is just nothing there from. Susan Atkins 

as to any Conspiracy. 

Look at Patricia Krenwinkel. Where is there 
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6 

anything in the record, and we are in agreement that each 

person should be entitled to the individual analysis of 

each juror, 

What words Of Patricia Krenwinkel, in 

connection of the conspiracy, are before us? Are there any? 

I mean, we went thrOugh that transcript, that some 19,000 

pages of transcript, and we cannot find it. 

Now, to say that the position we have here is 

not that of an advocate would be less than candid. Of 

Course I am here in, connection with a certain viewpoint, and 

I tried to find, l tried to find something to attribute 

to Patricia Krenwinkel. I could not find it. 

I made a little chart so that I could come here 

and argue to you as to something or other concerning this 

matter-of conspiracy's' because the prosecution has this 

conspiracy in here, we suggest, ai we have stated, to 

befuddle, to -confuse ! 

There is no need' for. that. 

Now, let's pass upMr.,,Watson for a moment. 

We have spoken of Mr. Manson. INI6vt we come 'to a veri 

interesting point,, if I may, excuse me .  for just a moMent, 

<Mt. Kanarek pieta up the trial transcript.) 

The lady that can tell us all about this case, 

it would seem like, from time immemorial, the female has 

because of the attraction that'she has as far as men are 

concerned, the female has an ability in certain 	we all 
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know that .- that in the intimacy of the man.,woman 

relationship, things ',are uttered,'StatementS are made, 

intimacies are revealed beyond what normally occurs, and, 

We have Stephanie Schram. 

Now, Stephanie Schram, I think we can certainly 

argue, we can certainly consider, as to these two critical 

days, as to these two critical days, lived with Mr. Manson. 

She was intimate with Mr. Manson. She was with 

him practically day and night. 

Now, we have in mind the extended conversations 

that. Mr, Bugliosi and the prosecution have had with Linda 

4esabian, bit let's look at the direct testimony or 

Stephanie Schram. 

She is called as a prosecution witness, and 

Bugliosi -- this is at Page 15,187, Volume 135. 

4r. Bugliosi is examining. He says: 

lliz 	How old are you, Stephanie/ 

18. 
11Q 	You live with your parents? 
tt 	 Yet. 

Do you recall that I interviewed 

you at your home several months ago'? 

1141. 	Vh-huh." 

"THE COURT: Is that yes? 

"THE WITNESS: Yes. 

"MR, BUGLIO$I q 	Directing your 
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gas station and I got out to, go to the restroom, 

and I just saw him there. 

You started talking to each other? 

"A. 	Yes. We started talking to each 

other, and he asked me if I wanted to come with 

him to see Big Sur for a few 'days." 

This is by the prosecution's own witness, at a 

timethat is preceding the actual two days, but very close. 
na 	And' iou decided to go with hillq 

And you left, your friend? 174 
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"attention tb the defendant Charles Manson, 

do you know him? 

res. 

And when did you first meet 

1 met him on the morning of nonday, 

1.09? 

Yea. 

Where were you at that time? 

belieVe I was down from Big Sur. 

That is in Northern California? 

Yes. 

How did you happen to meet Mr. Manson? 

I was with a friend of mine in the 

"A. 

try 

Mr. Manson? 
Hp,. • 

141gU3t 3rd. 
tr4 

It 

Hit 

Qr  

IT 

%IL 
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LTA.  Yes. 
ff4 	And eventually you came batk to' 

Los Angeles with Mr. Manson? 
HA. 
	

Yes. 

114 	And started living with him arid the 

Family at Zpahn Ranch? 

2 

3 

Yes. 

And you became a member of the- 

std  
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Family there?' 

Uh-huh. 

uTUE-QOURT: Does that mean Yee? 

"TtE WITNESS: Yek." 	• 

Then the. next question is significant. 

Mr. Eugliosi says: 

't4 
	Did you ever.  go to the Death Valley 

area with Mr. Manson? , 

"A. 	Yes. 
N 

tick 	When 414 you.  go there? 

Oh, I think it was late August, 

early September. 

N4 	1969? 
std 	t69, yes.ft 

Now, keeping in mind that the prosecution hat 

the burden tO prove their case beyond a reasonable doubt, 

to a moral certainty, and all of that which we have spoken 

of, the Judge -- we were talking about circumstantial 

• 
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evidence-- the lidge of 1r,, Bugliosifsquestioning from 

"You-became a member" -- which is the very time we are 

speaking Of here in this courtroom, 

And his next question is: 

1/Qv 	Did you ever go to the Death 

Valley area with Nr, Mansonl" 

.Skipping that entire period of time, I think. 

we can say it it circumstantial evidence or something6 
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NOW)  Mr. Bugliosi, the prosecution, is here 

to prove a case, and where better would they have a 

source than Stephanie Schramm? 

We have Linda Rasabian at great length, 

Linda Kasabian Nvho was, I think there is no question 

about it, she had formed an alliance with Mr. Watson, 

not with Mr.. Manson. We have this chance to find outy and 

Mr. Bugliosi doesn't ask. 

Did you ever go to the Death Valley 

area with Mr. Manson? 

"Yes. 

"When did you go there? 

"Oh, X think it was late August, early 

September. 

"1969? 

"1 69, yes. 
"And you went there with Mr. Manson? 
oyes.  

"With anyone else? 

"Yes. A girl named Little Patti and 

a guy named Clem. 

"Clem Tufts? 

"Yes." 

Mr. Tufts, as we know, and Mr. Grogan, 

is along with Linda Kasabian, she says, on that second 

night. 
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Ito 	And where did you go in Death Valley? 

don't really know. We were just 

kind of in valleys and stuff, until we went to ,a 

place called the Barker 'Ranch for a while. 

"How long did you stay up there in the 

Death Valley area with Mr. Manson and the gamily? 

"I guess for about three or four weeks. 

maybe longer. 

"Between the time that you arrived in 

the Death Valley area and the time that you, left, 

did you always stay at Barker ranch? 

"Ndi, We were just in different valleys. 

and, you know, lust living on the land in sleeping 

'hags and things. 

'And you would travel from one place 

to another? 

'Yes, 

1tYo4 would take? 

"Yes. Bke.and carry everything with 

°And would' you decide when, to move 

from one place to another? 

"Well, we stayed in a place a little 

while and then Charlie said that we Should move 

we Should go some place else. 

"So, Charliewould decide to $o from 

6- *2 
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Now, we then go over to page 15,205.. 

There was some legal arguments in connection 

with the question, and so forth, that took place in• this 

courtroom. 

"Q. BY ER. %MUM: You met hir.Ehnson 

on August the 3rd, 1969? 

"A Yes. 

Near Big Sur? 

"A Yes. 

°And you did go to Big Sur with him? 

"Yes. 

"How long did you stay at Big Sur? 

"About three days. 

"And then, from Big Sur, where did you 

go with Et. Manson?' 

"We went down to the Spain Ranch for 

a little while, just for about a day and part of, 

you know, the beginning of the night, and then we 

left there to go 'down to San. Diego, but we only, 

mentia few blocks and decided that we wouldn't 

leave for San Diego until the morning, and we spent 
1 

that night in. the truck, 'the milk trudk, 

•  

19,773 

sone place to another? 

"Yes. 

"Md everyone would get up and go? 

"yes .'t  

6-3 	IL  
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6-4 	 "Then you went to San Diego? 

2 
	 "Yes. 

°To visit your sister? 
"Yes. To get some clothes and things 

5 
	 from her,. so X could move back up to the ranch. 

6 
	 "And then you returned to Spahn Ranch 

7 
	 with Mr. Kansan from San. Diego? 

it A.  

Rauch? 

Yes. 

"'ghat day did you arrive back. at Spahn 

11 think it was the 8th of August. 

12 "About what time? 

10 "Probably ebOut 1;00 ofclock — 

14 °In the afternoon? 
15 A 2400 o'clock, 	Yes. 

10 "And how long did you stay at Spahn 

17 ganch? Strike that. 

13 "You left for the Death Valley area in 

19 late August or early September? 

6a fig.. 20 "Yes.'" 

21 

22 ,  

"2& 

24 - 	7* 
25 

25 , 
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2 
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4 
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6 

9 

Sow, Mr. Bugliosi asks the next logical ques-

tion, and then he strikes it. And then be goes on, after 

putting her in Spahn Ranch at the most critical time in 

these proceedings, a lady who is not an accomplice, 

al.ady who is not charged with any criminal culpability -- 

X Shouldn't say a little girl, a young lady -- whatever 

his viewpoint is, he skips, and in the very same Sentence 

be goes from. Spahu Ranch, and strikes that, and goes to 

Death Velley. 

10 
	 "You left for the Death Valley area 

11 
	 in late Angust'or:early September? 

12 
	 "740. 

3:3 
	 "Between August the 8th and when, you 

14 
	 left for the;  Death Valley Arai, ,were yQ4i at Spahu 

15 
	 Ranch during the entire period of time?" 

m 
	 You notice; ke previOusly bad rust asked how 

long did you. 	at SpahngOnch. 	• 

Then he modified that and says: Between 

19 
 August the 8th and when you left for the Death Valley 

o 
area, were you at Spahn Ranch during the entire period of 

21 time? 

22 	 "A 	No." 

23 	 What he is trying to do is tippy-toe, I guess. 

2  'What he is trying to do, he is trying to .-create the illusion 

25 - that she wasn't at the Spahr'. Ranch all the time, but he 

26 ttied to create this illusion without asking the question that 
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Should be .asked. 

Et. Bugliosi, after soliciting this answer: 

"plo,. 1 went to live with my parents 

f'or.av while," then the next question: 

't  of how lotg? 

'I think about two weeks. 

"Do zou know Mary Brun.ner?" 

This is at page 15,212, Volume 135 of the 

transcript. 

"Do you know Mary Brunner? 

"I only met 'her once, but I, you, know-- 

"When did you meet her? 

"When I first came back to Spain Ranch 

from being in San Diego. 

"On the date of August the 8th? 

"Yes. Right after I got to the ranch, 

her and another girl vent 	took the truck and 

went Shopping. 

"So I only met her for a few minutes.' 

And then 	Bugliosi nI have no further 

questions of this witness, your Honor." 

And then the 'Court says: 

"Cross-examination, Bt. Vitzgeraler 

And Mr. Fitzgerald says, "Thank you, your 

Honor." 

We 'will go into further examination of Stephani 
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6b fls., 

111 

20 

21 

22 

24 
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Schramm, but there .Wo have the prosecution -- there is no 

evidence 113 this world that Stephanie Schram, was anything 

except friendly toward the proSeCution. She had the same 

phalanx of Deputy District Attorneys and Los Angeles police 

officers between her and defense counsel when we tried •to 

talk to her right in this courtroom. 

am sure sortie of us who are on the jury. 
4 	, 

saw that  

MRS BUCLIOSI: This is not evidence; .and on top of 

it, it is wrong and it is a lie, your Robot'. 

2 

3 
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2 

7 

8. 

 9 

R. KANAREK: I ask for an evidentiary hearing. 

MR, FITZGERALD: Wait a minute. 

THE COURT: I don't need to hear from you, 

Mr. Fitzgerald. 

MR, KANAREK: I ask for an evidentieary hearing. 

THE COURT: Just a moment. 

Your remarks are improper, and I admonish the 

jury to disregard. them. 

M. KANAREK.: Whose remarks? 

THE COURT: Yours, 

MR, KANAREK: Mr.. Bugliosi called me a liar in the 

presence 1o4 the jury. 

THE COURT: Continue with your argument. 

MR. KANAREK: May I approach the bench then, your 

Honor? 

 

• 

 

is 

17 

18- 

19 

20 

THE COURT: Not at this time. 

. 'Confine your argument -- 

MR. KANAREK: May I make a motion for an evidentiary 

- hearing, your Honor? 

TEE COURT: Not at this time. 

MR, KANAREK: Under_ oath? 

TEE COURT: Proceed, 

KANAPEK: Mr. Fitzgerald - the reason that I 

read all of Stephanie Schram's direct testimony, the 

reason I did that was to focus attention, and Mr. Bugliosi, 

in his response, will be able to 	we have the transcripts 

here, he will be able to read to you and disoubd with you, 

 

 

22 

23 

24 

'2g 

.26 
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17  
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20' 

21 
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26 

whatever he wishes to say -- but the reason that I did that 

is to show whatever it has. 

We suggest to 'you:' Does it have any signifi- 

canoe? 

We think it does have some significance In this 

case what Stephanie Schram Oould haVe,told us, from the 

prosecution's viewpoint even, but perhaps Linda Kasabian 

would be impeached even further. 

Perhaps Linda Kasabian would be shown to be 

something less than candid. 

And so, Mr, Bugliosi and the prOsecution have 

questioned her the way they did. 

Mr. Fitzgerald -- I am referring now to 	well, 

let me begin At Page 15,218, Line 20, which will be in 

the transcript for Mr, Bugliosi's convenience when he tries 

to make his arguMent to you, 

TILE COURT: We will take our morning recess at this 

tinle. 

Ladies and gentlemen0  do not converse with• 

anyone or form or express any opinion regarding the case 

Until it is finally submitted to You. 

The Court will recess for 15 minutes. 

(Recess.) 

THE COURT: All counsel and jurors are present. 

You may continue. 

KANAREK: Your Honor, may we approach the bench, 
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5 

7 

19,780 

ray all counsel approach the bench? 

MR, KEITH: Yee we would like to. Join in that. 

THE COURTf Very well. 

(Whereupon, all counsel.approach the bench 

and the following proceedings occur at the bench outside 

the hearing of the 3ury0' 

MR.. KANAREK1 'All counsel wish to cite Mr,. Bugliosi 

for miscondUet, your Honor. 

I make a motion that your Honor'admonish the 

:jury that his statement in open court I think saying, 

"It was-a lie," or Calling me a liar, or whatever .that 

language was. 

THE QOURT: I didn't hear anything like that. 

KANAREK He said, "It was a lie." 

Yes, your Honor. 

I would ask him if that is correCt. 

THE MOT; I didn't hear it it it was said. 

MR, KANAREK: Al],' 	counsel will agrj40  everyone, 

it was heard throughout the courtroom. The press heard it 

and I am sure the jury heard it. No question about it. 

THE COURT: There is a very big question as to who 

heard it, Mr. Kanarek. 

Go ahead with your motion. 

-. KANAREK: My motion is that, it necessary, if 

your Honor wishes, I will be sworn on it. Mr. Bugliosi 

did say words to that effect, and my motion is that he be 

0 

10 

14 

15 

16 

17 

19 

-22 

-24 

24 

'45 
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150 7431 

cited for misCOnauCtiinii the jury be admonished not to 

consider it "for' any purgoie'',.;Anq'Mpre-p4tOnishment not 

sufficing, because case-  law -- it is very clear that this 
JI 

Icindofconduct on theTartog.thelproseoutor-vipo'iOr 

quasi-judicial officer -.the Rases take that . point„ that 

the District Attorney is a qUasi judielaa'officer Carrying 

the dignity and. prestige of officialdom., so to spetat 

make-  a;motion for. mistrial, 	' 

MR4.KTZGERALD1 Join," 

MR, SHINN: 'loin, 

MR, KITH: Join on behalf:Of Miss Van Houten. 

17 • 

18.  

• 19,  

20, 

21. 
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26•  
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6-1 

 

MR. KANAggK: Zf your Honor wishes the record,, I am 

Sure the reporter caught it. 

OITH: 1 heard Mr. Bugliosi from where X was 

sitting say 41hat is a lie,' and if' I heard it I am sure 

the jurors heard it. 

T COURT: If he said it%  it is certainly improper, 

and I will admonish the jury to disregard his coMments,' 

as well as your comments regarding matters outside of the 

'recordl  Mr.Xanarek. 

The motion for a mistrial will be denied. 

Do you wish to be heard, Mt. Bugliosi? 

MR. BMWS': Only insofar as what I said. 

I did state, and there is such a thing as 

inviting error, and his statement was an inflammatory 

statement that, basically, I was standing between him and 

Stephanie Schramm, preventing him from seeing her. 

I said: No. 1, there is no evidence of this; 

and that statement is A lie. 

,dick not refer to Mr. Kanarek as a. liar. 

My statement was a perfectly proper statement. 

Be can't get up and accuse me of vicious 

things like that? 

He is accusing me actually of crimes.. 

THE, COURT: Just so the.recordwill be clear, there 

is no questionlftmymind, Mr..Kanarek, that this was 

a deliberate statement- hy you about matters that are not 
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part of the record of this caw. 

  

Now, 141-iS-  is sot .the first time that you have 

done it. I hope 	be the Wt. 

14R4 UNARM: Your Honor)  .when you Say "record in 

this case-,"the fact of the matter'i4 

THE COURT: We don't need a lot of argument ,about 

that. You heard that I said. YoU'don't have to agtee 

with it, but that iS my opinion, it was done deliberately 

and not with any inadvertence. 

KAMM: Thatthich happens in the view of the 

jury, your Honor, certainly Mr. Bugliosi has made much, of 

matters that have happened in view of the jury -- 

THE COURT: I don't know 'what you are talking about. 

IL KANAREK: 

THE COURT: We don't need to go into it. 

I am going to admonish the jury to disregard 

the remarks of both counsel. 

It 112. Hugliosi said -whet he said he said, 

it was improperf  there is no question about it. 

His version is different than yours. In any 

event, I will admonish al counsel, if you make an objection 

during argument, don't start out by making statements like 

that-. That is no tay to make an objection. 

You have a right to make an objection if you 

feel something improper is occurring, but don't start out 

your objection by accusing someone else of telling a lie. 
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That'll no objeceio& at all. 

Mt. MUM: 	apologize :tot  the Court about- that 4: 

THE COURT,: Lou all know better., or Should. 

All right, 'let* s' proceed. 

(Whereupon, all counsel return to their 

respective places at the counsel table and the 

following proceedings occurred- in open court 

-within the presence and hearing Pof the jury:) 

THE COURT: Ladies and gentlemen, just before the 

recess there was a colloquy betWeen Mr. Bugliosi and, Mr. 

Kanatek, and also the Court made some remarks and I 

admonished you. at that time to disregard Kr. Xanareki a 

remarks. 

- I want to,  admonish you, to disregard the 

statements of both counsel with respect to this colloquy. 

These are matters that have nothing to do 

with the evidence in this case and should not be considered 

by you, for any purpose. Just simply disregard. them. 

We will proceed with the argument, Mr. Kanarek. 

MR. KANAREK: Yes, your Honor. 

I believe we were discussing testimony of 

Stephanie Schramm. 

At page 2.5,21.9'. 

I believe this was stilt by Mr. Fitzgerald. 

I may be in error on that. 

Mx. Fitzgerald is questioning at 14219. 
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, 
1 	1 

4e aakst t: , 
Spmethink 	ozotarred 	, 

you at the Spahn Eahoh and,you-,were.takeil awgy 
a I s  

by some people., 11.0re YOu notfni 

•. 	_.• Wells  going back to 15,2L8. 

"Well, When you Were on the witness stand 

today, are you relying on " your memorY today or 

are yell relytng on the memory you had. three or 

four.months ago, or what? 

";Tust oh nw,memOry xuht tow. 

"Cbuld you be mistaken One day 

nI donit'think 136. 

"Then youdan,0  of oourse, tell us,where 

you, Were on thellth„ right? 

"I was still At the ranch On the 11th. 

"When did _.you leave the ranch? 

"I Onst- know. 

"Something utUsUal occurred to you at the 

Bpahn Ranch and- you'were taken: away by some 

,people, were you not?" 

And there Mr. Vt4gerald is referring to the 

August 16th—raid* 

"You zan answer that, yes or no. 

"Yes. 

"You know what I am referring to.  

"When we were 'e.11 busted? 
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• 

411 right, were you arrested on 

the'ranh on the 116th1.: 

"I guess it was the 16th,, 2 dont know 

the date. 

no you know w'her'e you were on; the. 15th 

of August? 

"A. 	No.. 

"Do you know where you were on the 16th? 

"No. That is because when-1 started living 

with the Parily, dates were.not aS important' 

as they were before 

"On the evening of August the 8th, 1969 

yob, would have been at the Spahn.Ranch„ then, 

,right? 

"Yes. 

"Where-  was. Charlie that night?" 

That is Dir., 7itzgerald's question. 
upu 	He was with me. 

Where was' Charlie `the next night, the 

9th1 

"1 don't remember. 

"Were yOu released after you were 

arrested? 
- 	Yea. 

tft 	,You ware arrested twice at the 

ranch, weren't you? 26 
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,2 . , 

4 

12 

les;  

t#When was phelteebnd time?  
4 	' 	• 

don't know. the'date. 

"All right, one:time you got'arregetedt  

y:ou got arrested with a lot of people, right? 
$ ' 

"Right.' 	• 

) 

)4 

: 

16• 

it 

ttThe other time there ,were not .a 1ot of 

People,. were there? 

t t•No  it 
 

Then .fir.. Bugliosi ,- - then, I asked some 

questions, Page 15,228,.. 

. • N 	Miss Ochram, 'is it true that as far 

as these dwbes gol  August 7, 8, or whatever 

that date is, you dontt remember.that particular 

'date, is that correct.? 

"I remember them pretty, good, like until 

maybe a few days after I-got to the raneh„ and' 

then I started forgetting the dates: 

"Then your,knawledge of particular dates 

14 not firm-in your mind right now,while you 

were on the witness stand, is that -correct?.  

"After I got to the ranch, then they,  

started blurring out, but before that they 

were pretty deinite," 
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Then fir, Bugliosi, by now on redirect examina- 

tion: 

"Now, after August the -8th you say you 

Vent to Devilfs Canyon.? 

"Yea.  

ItTleVe you with Charlie 24 hours a day 

	

7 	 from then on? 

	

8 	 "No,. t was with him most of the day but 

'not a11 the time. 

"There would' be' periods when you were 

	

11 	 not With him? 

	

12 	 "tee; 

	

13 	 "And that heWeiild leave your presence? 

	

14 
	

aye's 

	

15 
	

"And you wouldiatt`know where he vie/ 

	

16 
	

"Yeah, I didn! t know 'where: he was going, 

	

17. 	 "And he did that many times during the 

	

15 
	 period you were in :Devil's Canyon? 

• 19., 	 "A few times,. yes. 

	

40• 
	 "Do yOu remember what days he left 

	

' 21 
	

for an hour or tto or half a day? 

	

22 
	

"No, I don't remember. 

	

23 
	

"Do you remember everything that Mr. 

	

24 
	 Manson did on the date ,August 9, 1969? 

	

25 	 "Wen, as close as I can, remember he 

	

26 
	 took me down to Devil's 'Canyon and we spent the day 
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"there, and when it got dark he left and)* came; 

back either sometime during the night or early 

in the morning. 

"So on August the 9th, he left when 

It got dark, is that correct? 

"Yes. 

"You don't know where he went? 
11Nos  

"And then he came back when? 

"Either during the night or inthe 

morning because I was asleep. 

"Slit you sat him in the morning? 

"Yes. 

"Your memory of this period is fairly 

hazy, you say? 

'Yet." 

ttovt, the, important thing to consider there is 

the sequence of the questioning. 

The. important thing is that lit. tugliosi has 

4 witness-that he has brought to us, a witness that, if 

the intensity of attention 	or maybe there was that 

intensity, we don't know -- but if there was the intensity 

of attention given to Stephanie SchraMm as there was given 

to' Linda Xasabian, we might have some testimony in this 

courtroom which might be such that we might just all get 

up and go home. 

5 

6 

7 
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04 course, some: people don't want that to 

OCCUZ. 

SC); fer 'whatever it alay be worth, there is the 

testimony of Stephanie Schramm, and the sequence bf the 

questioning, we think, may have some significance es to the 

circumstances and where Mr. Manson vas in connection with 

these times. 

Also, it is significant because they have 

alleged these two days as the day that all of this conspiring 

went on, and here is a girl 

MR. BUGLIOEI: I object to that. That is a misstate- 

ment of the ,law, your Henor. 

KANAREK: 1.1e11, your Honor, if I may. 

Excuse . me just a moment. 

MR. BUGLIOSI: the prosecution alleges that the 

conspiracy was in existence during those two days,. not 

that it was born during those trio days, your Honor..  

MR. KAHAREK: ?our Honor, if Mr. BuglioSi wishes 

to make argument. in the presence of the jury, he is more 

than welcome„ your Honor. 

If he wishes to make a debate — 

THE COURT: Let's proceed with the argument, Mr. 

Kanarek. 

MR. WARM: I will find it for you, ladies and 

gentlemen.. I will locate it later, hopefully. 
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26 
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.14 
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27 
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21 • 
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'24 

25 

llow,;akain,, X think we can, get ai . insight 

into the haw. in 'connection with Izeelte Van licutpn. 
We. all .remdiaiier during this trial -hoW teSlie — 

certainly Vincts-even: the'prcAreoutiop,iloest!tylege4 pot- -

withstanding the tut.thatLekie Van Houten wis'‘aith6 

ranch dUring the entire perlOd bf time that Kesre speaking 

of here, notwithstanding that, it is clear that ih every. 

thing that has happened here before it that Leslie Van 

Houten la not charged with conspiracy as to the prior 

events, as'to the mate matters'. 

In Other words, here the prosecution' has 
Alleged A aonspiracY, They,baVe taken Leslie Van Houten 

and they - haVe said that what happens, certain events 

concerning Leslie Van Houten ahould'not be cdnaidered by 

you,  for. any purpose. ?or and` PurPose, 

And when: we,  recognize that we have a conspiracy 
charge here and. that Leslie Van,  Houten is not charged 

with- anything in connection with this conspiracy, period., 
nothing, In connettion' With this conspiracy., UP, 

X suppose, the 9thl  the evening of the 9th and the morning 

of the lOth, nowl.it is very interesting because Leslie 

Van Houten was living at the ranch, 

Ana I think if we get the focus of. that 

fabt in hind, Certainly Mr. Manson is entitled to what 

any other defendant is entitled to, and what any defendant 
la entitled to is a fair trial,. 

19,791 S. 
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And yet Leslie Van . Houten is, we are told 

by Stipalatien after stipulation, Which has occUrred in 

this courtroom, and when there is a stipulation we are 

told that this is the way it is, that ?Veil when we are on 

the jury we must accept that as something that is, And 

we are all aware that as to Leslie Van Houten, the prose-

cution is not alleging anything prior to August the 9th. 

They don't even allege she was part of a conspiracy. 

Now, ift the _name of reason, in the name of 

19gic except for the feet that the, vigilantes are out to 

. get Mr. Manson, so' to speak, except for the fact, what 

difference is there between Leslie Van Houten and 

Charles Manson? 

They both lived at the ranch. They both were 

there for periods of time that. the evidence here shows 

covers a peried of tiMeilovg4efore and long after the 

9th,, 	 , 

-"-  And going one stepturtheV,,it,  becomes even in 
' 

greater focus, What is the differende between Leslie 
' 

Van Houten and Patricia Krenwihkel as to the -conspiVadyl 

These people were living together_intimately0, ,1  
intimately the prosecution wOuld have us bellevei although 

in one breath they have people Who tell as that the - $Pahn 

Ranch was sort of a ,Grand Central Station far people Who' 

were discarded by their parents,,garbage people, so to speak,  

as - they have been termed, people that Some parts of our • 

2 

- 4  

s. 
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society dont want'fOrKone Peasen or another,, and 
• 

Mr. FitzgertIld.:madthe point of the numbers of people, 

the numbers ot people tliat lirentAhroUgh taiia- -tanpli, land 

we have testimony that there is no great requirement 

the so-called membership re,quireMents'are not only no 

.great, they 'aunt didn't exist --.so except for these 
- 	 • 

defendants being focused upon, the•conStant day-by-day 

attention in focused on these defendants,. but really, 

these defendants are part of- a,very large amorphous.  group,  

' of people, there ,is no 	about that, and no,. as 

between Leslie Van, HoUten and Patricia Krenwinkel, there 

is no distinction, It is an artificial distinction. 

The point being, the point-beings  that unless 

there is cribinal knowledge -- thi6is really what We are 

talking about here; and this is.by way of example;,  

and Mr. Keith represents Leslie Van Houten, and he'will, 

I am sure,*  have some things to tell you -- but we think 

that thin example is something that we can think about 

bedaUse it emphasizes the fact that the law requires 

criminal knowledge. 
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It requires criminal intent, It requires 

specific intent to. do igrong.. 

And the prpsecutip#14 telling us that Leslie 
f. 	= 

Van buten in some way' has- nocculpability* no responsibility. 

Andweiigree. We agree.. Leslie- Vaagouten, 

has no culimbilitibecause there, is no conspiracy shown 
0 	4 	• 

here. 	 • 

- This is a distinCtion without a afference. It 

is a -- 'it is less than a legal nicety. It is•Aterol:  • 

it is a nothing. Anis°, the point is, Leslie Van Houten -- 

remember now, we are no'w:speaking 	we are now speaking 

of the times, the times before these events occurred, 

not as to the purported statements, because again the 

Court has ordered us that 	has told us -- instructed us 

that we, as to Leslie Van Iouten for instance, whateVer 

statement she has purportedly made, those statements must 

be used, only against Leslie Van Bouten. The Court has 

said that. 

go the same goea in- reverse as to bit. Manson. 

We cannot use B. Manson's statements, the ones that the 

Court has spoken of, against anyone, anyone except the 

declarant, the person whopurportedly made the statement, 

remembering again that that is just evidence, like we have 

spoken of, evidence Zoes not equal a fact, Evidence is 

Merely eVidence and it is only when the jury decides that 

something is a fact, that it has the dignity of being a 
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fact. 

'Otherwise it is just evidence and does not 

have that dignity. 

So what Leslie Van Routen said cannot be 

used against M. Manson. 

Patricia Krenwtakel,whatever Patricia Kren- 

winkel and certainly whateVer she did in. this courtroom, 

I Mean, I'm referring to the -- let me withdraw that. 

What the Court told you about the fingerprint, 

what the Court told you -- welly  let mg withdraw that. 

Let me just state Patricia Krenwinkelts conduct has been 

focused -- upon, her alleged Conduct -- only the jury can 

',decide whether that conduct has any significance, but 

that conduct can be used Only against Patricia Krenwinkel, 

if the jury so decides. 

As to Susan Atkins, the same applies, whatever 

Susan Atkins says cannot be used against Mr. Manson, 

and whatever-- whatever Linda Xasabian has said that -- 

those utterances., when she has told us, all those statements 

have to be analyzed, based upon the principles of law that 

we have discussed. 

Now, we come'to a very interesting point, 

and that is that really the heart of this conspiracy, 

or really one of, they primary pieces o evidence in "this 
4 

conspiracy, I guess, would be where Linda Xasabian says 

Charlie told her to go out and* vhatever Tex says.: 
0 

4 

5 

6 

a 
	 7 
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And yet, if I may, I mould refer -- I will 

refer to Linda Kasabiants own handwriting -- Linda Easabian- 

Now, remember this, now, this will be equivalent 

to the time we ate talking about when the smugglers or the 

conspirators are all together in the circle. 

Now, Linda Kasabian, 	Bugliosi has said, 

she is the star witness. 

This is now Augcist the 8th, 1969, in the 

evening hours, and she testified from the witness stand that 

Mr. Mason told her to go out and do what Tex told her to 

do. 
12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17. 

18 

19 

4,1 

S 
	

A 

22 

- 23 

25 

26 

We will talk about that as to whether or not 

that has any criminal culpability, or responsibility to it. 

But even that statement pf Linda Kasabianis, 

even that statement of Linda tasabianis is untrue by her 

own handwriting, and I am referring now to -- and I ant 

adding something that mould have occurred at the time when 

supposedly the conspiracy is in full blast. This is at 

page .6775 of Volume 47 of the transcript where I asked the 

Court, I said: 	• 

gonor; may I approach the witness? • 
"TBE'COVRTi You may." 

Then:' 	. 

KARAWK: 	'-110. Kasabian, I show 
• 

you a piece of paper thatappears tole handWrittert.. 

It appears to bo copy of.- a. handwritten page.', 

5 

6 
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"Does that appear to be your writing? 

it A 	Yes. 

"Q, 	Would you look at the first three 

lines at the top of that page. 

"Did. You Write those lines? 

"A Yes. 

"Q 	Did you: write those lines since you have 

been in custody? 

"A Yes. 

1 

4 

' 	5 

6 

II Q; 	And as you recall,. this was a big -- 

this was a sheaf of papers that I had: I think we 

all remember that: 

'Did you write those linos since you 

have been in custody? 

"14, 	Yes. 	- 

"Q 	Did you toritel 

have looke&back and remember a.11- 

that 1 have written, an4 	t rightly recall any 
- 

specific orders 'given...to Mx by Charlie'?" 

That was the`queigtion;, -I will read it' amain 

just for emphasis:-- 

"Did you write:'.  

"II have looked back and remember all, 

that I have written, and I can't -rightly, recall any 

specific orders given to Tex by Charlie'?" 

"A Yes, 
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tf A  
Did you write What? 

Yes, I did,.." 

fls. 

13. 
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Now, the we have' again 	this ',Ls the heart 

of the prosecutionischse: i . 	. 	 , 	, 
Temliatson, according 

..
tothe ProtecutOn, is 

a Zombie, an automaton, he is a person who is a puppydog Who , 	. 
he is a robot, something 	like a' mechanical man 

that does the bidding of the peraon.who createS him, 116.0 

makes the mechanical man. 
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And,rhere.we hilAre Linda .Kasabian writinS0  

"I have look,edback :and remember all/that I have.,,written 
• 

and I cannot "rightfully recill.any.tpedific orders, given, 

to Tex by Charlie)" 	.in her limn harglwriti4K. 	, 
„ . / 

So what we haire'to do is obilsider tAav,4 and 

when: we are debating.this in, the jurivrepoM;'We'can'cli4ouss 

whether or not -- whOther or not this written material 

by her owa very hand, really tells the whole story in _this 

cater 

Becaute Linda Kasabianl  Linda Kababian -- and. 

you will remember that it was not until,crosseXamination 

that we even were given thete papers. We had ,not the 

defense counsel did not have the benefit of 

those papers. 

4R. BVGLIOS1 That is a misstatement)  your Honoi, 

and 1 object to that)  a misstatement. 

T4g. COURT: What portion, Mr, Bugliosi? 

MR. blfOLIOSI: Mere is 'no evidence at all that the 

defense never had access to that letter, your Honor). and 

that is what he is telling the jury5. Your Honor; that 

js a blatant misstatement. 

' MR, KANAME; I would,wolcome taking a Statement' 

before the jury. Let's take,swOrn evidence before the 

.jury on this,. I ask to be sworn, your Honori 1 would be 

glad to tell the jury every 'detail under oath.. 

I will be more than glad to. 
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THE COURT: I don't know what you are talking about,,  

Mr:  Kanarek. Let's proceed with the argument. 

The jury heard the evidence. 

MR. KANAREK: And so 	and so it comes to pass that 

in those papers, which were written, Linda Kasabian makes 

this statement. 

I don't think there is any question, I don't 

think there is any question but what Tex Watson -, Tex 

Watson was a man that Linda Kasabian thought a lot about; 

that she was emotionally involved with and a person that 

that Linda Kasabian wanted to protect. 

And perhaps unconsciously, perhaps uncon-

sciously')  in part-, because of the affection she had for 

him, perhaps still has for him. 

Nov}, again what we suggest is that the 

specific transcript, the specific transcript, the words 

that are written down, are sometimes so significant 

compared to perhaps our memori:of what may have occurred, 

Mr. Bugliosi• at PAge 5422)  Volume 34: 

:Did you get up earlier than 

usual?" 

Let's see; 
114 	Now, you were ali;up. at the 

waterfall, the entire Family you say, but 

Mr. Manson was not there? 

I don't think Squeaky was there 

4 

6 
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"either. She usually stayed with George. 

114 	Was this the second day after 

these killings?'' 

4 	 And aa to that question the Court sustained the 

objection. 

Then Mr, Bugliosi: 

Did you have dinner then up at 

the waterfall? 

Yes, we did. 

You ate the pizza? 

Yes. 

114 	What is the next thing that 

happened? 

1111, 	Eventually everybody fell asleep. 

II Q 	Where did you sleep? 

t I Air 	On the ground. There was a 

17 	 campsite set Up and there were sleeping bags, 

is 	 and we slept on the ground in the sleeping 

19 	 bags, and got up, fairly early, maybe before 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

14 

15 

16 

sunrise ti 

1114 You did? 

20 

21 

'22 

• 

Yes, „I did., 

23 	 nq 	BY mg. BUGLIOSI: Did you get 

24 	 up earlier thin usixkl?. 

I don't knOw. 

tf4 	What happened after you arose that 
d 

25 

26 
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12 

'14•• 

15 

16 

"morning?" 	. 
And then: 	,'k . 41 

• . 	' ' i 	. 

"THE WTTNEad:' .,'A.. few other people.  got -

up..I iemeMbithere was Lealie and Tex, and 
A 

that'gUy that used to h4pTex with"10 dupe; 

buggy, and Larry. Maybe,there.were more, 

cantt remember, 

"I think Little Patti-Was there: • 

"Anyway, We got into this Mants car that 

helps Tex with the dune baggy, 

"MA; BUOLIOSIt l -have here a .photograph 

:Or a tamale taucasi4n. May it be marked 

Peoples 84 for identification? 

"THE COURT: ItItay.be so marked, 

"4 	ByIER. )240LIOSI; I show you 

People'-3 84.  for identifloation. 'DO you know 

whccis shown in that photograph? 

its 	Yes, LittlesPatti. 	• 
If 
	

What is the -- 

"THE COURT: What was the name? 

"TEE WITNESS: Little Patti. 

"4 ' BY MR. BUGLIOSI: What is the next 

thiiig that happened? 

We got into this Mania car. I know 

it was a Volkswagen, everybody was sitting on top 

Of each other, and We drove back to the ranch. 

 

19- 
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"I went into the trailer and IJ3ot 

dressed, you know,,piraipt„ you, know, a 

similar'deits^(indiCating)," • , 	4 	1 
AndI;gather she indicated the kind 9t 

clothes she had on here Ih:401.1rti: 	 1 

r • 

With nylons(and 44004, 4nd fixeg PI,  , 
• -  	t 	. 	. 

hair, and put makeup bh:,, and. I went into the 

paraCtute room because .Charlie was'asleep:with 
. 1 

Stephanie, and I told him. goodby0." 

Now, remember, this is' at a time when Linda 

Xaaablan is taking certain action. 

Then she changes 7 ih the middle she realizes 

that she .has .made a butch, ,She realizes that she did not 

want to be on that witness stand 'at that, time saying. zood-

bYe because she supposedly was running away and she 

realized that Mr. Manson' is not the person that she would ,  

be saying. goodbye to :in the context pf what she la trying 

to tell us in this courtroom, because she then changes the 

,goodbye and she says: 

"And I told them, goodbye." 

And then she Sala: 

"Actuallys'I went into that room to. get 

a -bag that I had stashed with diapers, and ' 

I remember there was some candy and pens and 

things." 

2. 
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lb 1 
- 	In other wordso,she.changed for us; it clicked 

in her mind that she sho* not be saying goodbye to Mr4  

Manson. She.l.ssuppdied'tobe'escaping0  and you dontt say h 	•F 
goodbye to your captor because yoUr.captor does .not 1st you % 	 • 	4 

V • 	3  
13  go. 

And here, in ti is 	is thelleart Of ; • .  
XaSabianta trickinesel'her'liCk.A;f Candb4, hering: 

on the prosecutiOnts side and-4Ring the progetutionts work. 
t  . 

She changes her Mind in ,the middle of a 

sentence. She did not go in there to say goodbye$  

she changed it, 

Mr. Bugliosi asked the question at the top of 

the ',next page,, 542; 

Now, when you said goodbye,, were 

you. referring to going into town to see Nary 

again?" 

'dere, is Mr. Bugliozi' recognizing-that She should 

not have said goodbye4  

That was the wrong time tg say.goodbye. 

, What I am referring to, Linda$  

is were you trying to -- 1 am -concerned about 

your, state of mind -- were you trying to convey 

to Charlie that you were going into to to see 

Mary and Bobby Beausoleil and Sandra2fl 

And the Court sustained the obllection as 

leading and suggestiVe4 

2 

4 .  
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..So that we have there is a circumstance. It 

happened in this ,courtroom, and so we can consider that 

circumstance in connection with the posture of the entire 

case. 
ItQt 	BY MR. BUGLIOSI: When you said 

.goodbye to Mr; Manson, what were you trying. to 

convey to him?" 

S 	 And that was•subtained-- the Court sustained 

9 ,the objection to,  that on the baSis Of what we -- certain, ' 

10 legal objections that were made to the .Ct=t,. 

u, 	 But again it is a'circumstance. It shows 

zg it shows that Mr. BugIloSi was appreciative,Of the fact 

13 that .Linda Kasabian had Uttered words which, there is no 

14 question about it, stamped her as trying to deceive us on 

"z5 a very, very critioal point. 

16 	 Then we adjourned. 

17 	 So in cOnnection'with. anything that - counsel 

. may stateanything that I may state,' anything that 

19 'Mr. Bugliosi may state,-we have the record here, and'even 

20 though there are 19,000 pages of transcripts  if there.is 

2  any question that we have is to what actually occurred, 

2.2 when we are on the Fury, all We have to do. is press the 

23 buzzer, and I am sire Judge Older will have read for us 

. 24 anything'that we want, anything _to refreSh our recollection. 
r. 

2$ 	 13,1M311§-e4kcir some reason the law does not 

26 allow the teStimonY to go.  to -the juryroom. 

'2 

3 

4 

6 .11 
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And we can see from that 06110quy thete how 

words that are ,uttered -4- if 4.t weretIt'for the Magic of 
r 

the court reporters)  that'thpywould be, gone forever. 

,And so there. is no question:, no question that 

Linda -  lasah15641, ' was not 4fraid,olf,lar'. Ivians9n b.-  • . 	, 
6 	 Linda Kasabian: - L:3nda Ka tibia i 'etas a "raid. off' - 

getting caught fox,  nurdAr-4  ..`7,hat is what Linda, XasEthittli Wafi 
• A S 

j- 	 • 

a afraid of. 

. And that deceit: on' 	t)art,Mr..4!itjegerald,has 

o pointed out, and I. think Mr. Shinn, maybe- even. Mr. Bugliosi, 

11( that a witness who it willfully ffaIse 	willfully false, 

rz . intending' to deceiVe in- any portidn of their testimony.4.-

J& anyone who is willfully false cannot be,  trusted. 

14 	 And so we have the power to :re, 	all testibony, 
15- everything, regardless sof the law of accomplice, and 
26 . regardless of the law of corroboration, bt any, witness who 

i7 • is willfully false. 

18 

	

	 And: Linda Kasabian?  Linda Kasabian has Vett, 

shall we say, less than candid,, to .put, it mildly4 

20 	 Now?  Mr.' .8ugliosi is going to argue to you 
2)." that a conspiracy can bp, proved circumstantially. 
22, 

23 	I believe he will say it. Ne did-  not say it in hit Opening.  
.24 	statement -- his opening closing statement, because 

•,gs Ilr, Buglidsi has the,opportunity of speaking with you 
26 	again..  

-1 

He is going to say -- he is going to say -.7  now 
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„1,11t.'he is goXpig-tp:stkeyoi•bo ,prmr,  41 , 

4 	 • • conspiracy by eiroum4tantial evidence:.  
7: 	 . 	/ 	 y 	" 

In other worAsg ,heAsrObaPly;Miglatgive,yoU- tome 
- 	: 

example about some people going into some partieulararea,' 

leaving that area together eila:then:goiut (..''doing 

something wrong. 

He is, going- to :say that'oireumstantial 

OViderioe d-8.11 be used to prtne. t 4onspiraoy. 

• !, 
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Sort of a pantomime, whatever as done, DO 

words uttered, something like Charlie Chaplin, that if you 

believe 'it, if itts reasonable, itts more reasonable to 

believe a certata set of facts to eiist, that you should 

use this circumstantial evidence to prove that wrong was 

intended at the time that thePt'people mere together. 

Well, what that means is that circumstantial 

evidence is necessary when you dont have an accomplice. 

- Sure, if the police go out 	the , poliCe go 

out 	and they arrest people, three or four, people who. 
,„ 

have done wrong of some type, and then those three or four 

people are prosecuted, no one comes to the Court'  no one 

is given inommity, no one. is 	no one has the case dismissed 

against them. 

Then, the prosecution -can come along and prove 

their conspiracy by circumstantial evidence. 

think it all, depends 	all of uSi  even 

though we are on that side of the counsel table, still loVe 

this country, love the State of California, love the County 

of Los Angeles, we are no different than anyone eises  

and we don't want to set certain events which maybe some 

people-tried to indicate -- tried to impose their ideas 

about. 

But anyway, in a case like this there is a 

legal. necessity, 'we can see that, we agree there is a legal 

necessity to be able,to prove conspiracy by way of 
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7c42 

40,  
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circumstantial evidence. 

But when you have an accomplice who is given 

immunity on.seven counts of murder and conspiracy to 

commit murder*  an accomplice who is at the scene, an 

accomplice who was supposedly 'in the automobile, an. 

accomplice who goes out and, is intimate with all of these 

people, all of these people in July and -- that it, from 

Jay 4th Linda Katabien tells us she runs off with Mx. 

Hannum's automobile. 

Linda Kasabian vas accepted.. There is not 

one 'bit of evidence in this record that Linda Kasabiart was 

not on an intimate basis with everyone at that ranch, and 

I'm not speaking just of men, I'm not speaking sexually. 

am speaking that she was a personal friendly day in and 

day out basis as Mr. Fitzgerald has pointed out. 

This girl was used to commune living. 

Maybe some of us who had never lived in a 

commune before, or something like that, might be a little, 

you know, taken aback, or we would be a little bashful or 

maybe we would be 	it would be strange to us. 
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a 	 But Linda Kasabian, tha Spahn Ranch was the 

	

8 f1s. 22 	same thing as Haight-Asbury revisited. 
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It was just one of a jillion communes that 

Linda Kzsabian lived in. And if we look at it realistically, 

if Ve look at it in terms as best we can, it is hard some-

times to put ourselves in the position, which is really 

what we have to do, we have to put ourselves back there at 

the Spahr. Ranch, and recognizing the informalities, and 

recognizing the relationships of these people, there is no 

teason in the world, • no reason in the world, why Linda 

Zasablan would not be intimate as to everything that was 

happening there. 

New, Linda Kasabian was intimate with every-

thing that was happening there. So why must we do as the 

prosecution sayst Stretch, stretch, contort, torture, 

torture a conspiracy out of this situation that is here 

by circumstantial evidence? 

that reason is there? 

Was there any reason that rex Watson wouldn't 

let Linda Kasabian know everything that is going on? 

Is there any reason that Linda Kasabian 

didn,t know everything that Ht. Hanson was doing? 

Is there any reason that Linda Kasabian 

wouldn't know everything that Susan Atkins, Patricia 

Krenwinkel and Leslie Van Routen were doing? 

is there, anir reason in the world why, 

at the time these events. Were supposedly taking place, 
r. 

any reason why Linda Kasabian would be left out? 
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Is there any reason? Can you think of any? 

In preparing for final discussion with you, 

you try -- you see, we only have one chance to speak out.. 

So, what we try to do is try to foresee what the proseCution 

will tell you the nest time that they have the opportunity 

to speak with you. So, we try, it is a matter of trying to 

lay it out on the table, so to speak, because this is our 

only opportunity. ,This is our only opportunity. We do not 
' 

have a chance to rejoin. So we try to think, we go through 

the transcript and try.  to think, that will the prosecution, 

how will they answer this argument? 

We have done this, and we can't think of any 

reason why Linda Kasabian would not be intimate as to 

everything that went on at the ranch in connection with 

these utatters.. 

Now, we plight say, we might say -- you know, 

Mr. Manson is supposed to be the kingpin, he is supposed to 

be the .dominating powerful force. But look at all the 

people that are at the ranch. 
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You have heard of Squeaky and you have heard of 

Sandy, you have heard of Ouish, you have heard of Stephanie 

Schramm, you have heard of all the people that Mr. Fitzgerald 

mentioned. 

Why would these people be picked to go out and 

do it? 	%ay was Linda Kasabian? 	Why was Linda Kasabian 

cart "of this alleged group? 

Why was she? 'Because she was an iritimiate of  

Tex Watson. That is Why she was a part of this group: 

Mr. !!41son had nothing to do with Linda 

Kasabian,. 	He had some kind of a -relationship with her 

a month earlier, 	But Lirida„Xas.abian was here, she Vag 

13.  here in these events, if 'We ,take the prosecntionlia, 

14 v±awpQint, she vas in these events because Of Tex Watson, 

15 She was in these events t:iecauie she `and.Tex'Watson were 

16. boy friend and girl friend. 

18 • 

20 

Because there were people at that ranch, 

if you are going to go out and do what the prosecution 

would have us believe occurred, you would pick, supposedly, 

the old pros at the ranch, if you were Mr. i+ anson. going to 

21 do this. 

22 But the point of the matter is that whatever 

24 Tex Watson did,, Tex. Watson did because he wanted to do. it. 

24 And Whatever Tex "Watson did in connection. with Linda 

25 1Casabiari is. because Tex 'Watson and Linda Kasabian were 

25 just like that. 
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Now, if there is some reason why this is 

not so, if there is some reason why this is not so, then 

certainly' when we are in the jury room, I mean, I am sure 

that that will be discussed among us, 

THE COURT: It is 1"1400olcIock„ Mr, mar s. 

Ve'"will_tate the toon,recess at this' time. 

' Ladies and gentleciien, cic) not' converse with 

anyone or form or express any opinion re arc 	the case 

until it is finally submitted to you. 

The Court will recess until 1:45.' 

(Noon recess.) 
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LOS ANGELES, OALIFOH4I4,T1HURSDAY„ DECEMBER 31, 1970 

2 

.6 

a 

0 

'10 

1; 53 P.M. 

. 	, 	! 
(The follOwingJproce4diptS Vero had in - Open• 

court,, in the presence and hearing. '?f 
" 	

. 

COUnsel being present ifitlithe exception of Ill.:Hughes; 

the defendants not being phYs444114 ireSeht:)%' 

VITE'COURT: AIM" counsel and jurors are present. Xou, 

continue, bar. Kankrek, 

MR, KANAHEK:' Thank yOu„ your ainor. 

Ladies and, gentlemen of the Jury, .I did a. -, 

little haMework in connection with soMething, that' we 

'spoke Of yesterday. 'We spoke about this man..I remembered 

read#gabgut; he was the head Of a-country, I think I state 

who was very soft spoken'  very quiet type of person. 

My homework reveals that the ,man was not 

quite-the head of a country. He is the head of the 

Palestinian Liberation front, !a guerilla, group that was 

	

inVolved with the TWA hijacking that we all 	that ' 

occurred earlier thia year,' and his name is Yaasser 

A-r,a-f74-t, and I believe there is 

an article' in Life'maga4ne indicating that this man 10 

very;, very Soft-spoken, hardly does any talking at all, 

and'yethere he is, he is the head .of a, guerilla, outfit. 

that has Created quite a 10t.of havoc in the World. 

Mr. Bugliosi would have us believe, the 
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prosecution would ha've us.belieVe that based upon the 

evidence that has been' presented' to us In this CourtroOM 

that. Mr, Wat0011; es.a. thk,prOseeution says, is a puppy .dog; 

he is a lack0r;' he is a robotl.  he is _an aUtoMationl he Is a 

dune' buggy 'fixer, and he '41s a person -without any 'thinking 
. 

'capacity on his own. 	r 	
, 

' 	T 	,  

It makes me think or another person froi 

Texas who was ,awfully . stft-spoken . 	 recall 

that, incident ., I think it was at the ,UniVersity of Texas 

where the man killed '15 people some years ago. Van sure . 

all .of us remember that. 	• 

He stood, in the tower, I think it was in Austin,. 

Texas at the University • of Texas; He was very soft- 	• 

spoken; :tit .13ne had had any trouble with him, whatsoever. 

One day he' got in that tower and he killed 15 

people, with a rifle, or maybe more than one rifle. 

' 	T2 

18 

14.. 

11: 

19, 

26- . 
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So, 1 think that we are in agreement that 

certainly there is nothing whatsoever in this record, 

or even no inference can be made, that Mk. Watson was 

anybody's lackey and that Mr. Uatson was anybody's robot. 

Uatson did what he did based upon. his own, 

specific intent, his own desire, 

And Linda Xasabianlwas, as we have stated, 

a very, very good friend of his, to say the least. 

did some other homework in connection with what we have 

spoken of about the conspiracy, and this is what the 

Court will state about the date, 

I believe Judge Older will instruct you -- it 

is called =JIG 6,23 -- 

"In Count VIII, the defendants are 

charged with conspiracy to commit murder in 

violation of Sections 182.1 and 187 Penal Code 

of California, a felony, as follows: 

"That on or about the 8th through the 

10th day of August, 1969, at and in the. County of 

Los Angeles, State of California, Charles Manson, 

Charles Yatson, Patricia Krenwinkel, Susan Akins, 

Linda Kasabian, Leslie Sangston, whose true name 

is Leslie Van HOutet, the said defendants did 

willfullY, ualawfully,,feloniously, 	and knowingly 

conspire, combine, confederate and agree together 

to commit the crime of murder, a violation of 
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18 

19 

. 20 

21 

22 

"Section 181 of the Penal Code, a felony." 

It alleges the following were overt acts, 

.and then it sets forth four purported overt acts, 

all, of which -- let's see -- ,August the 8th -- two of which 

are ,Augast the 8th, and the other two are August .  the 10th,. 

That has to do with the conspiracy 'charge. 

11°11, the English language is there for us 

to administer in the jury room, and.I offer it for what 

it may be worth. 

I will get back to this diagram. 

There are different ways that we could discuss 

-} obviously, different individuals may have a different 

idea of haw do you. take 1.9,000 pages of transcript, how 

do you, look good.in doing that? 

You can look good, you can, I suppose you. 

could, well, I Could discuss •each witness one by one. 

Well, you gould do that, and it might 

superficially. appear _tu be a very complete discussion: 

This witness and that witness and that witness. 

But really, what we are trying to decide-, 

.what we are here for, *what we are concerned with, is not' 

just an abstract discussion, it is: Haw does everything 

fit, into the whole picture? And we may have different 

ideas of how to do it. 

Now, it seems to me that we can consider that 

since these people were alleged to have 	combined and 

23 

24 

25 

26 
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confederated and done 4L the things that they are alleged 

to have done, that this conspiracy approach, and. I have 

tried, to just, at this point in, the discussion, tried to 

integrate various matters and see how it works, how 

these bits and pieces of evidence come together, because, 

really, when we get down to it, as far as Mr. Manson is 

concerned, Mr. Manson not being present, not being present 

even according to the prosecution's viewpoint, at any time 

when anyone passed away, it is important because the heart 

really, 44 the prosecution's approach against Mr. Manson 

is conspiratorial. 
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So, as WQ were saying, we tried to bring into 

the discuaiion Matters-.t$t-are pertinent in connection 

with the matter:as,it 'concerns Mr. ManSon. 

i NOW) we havedia"m3.0std ,Ia hip'a'.aqnsptVaey? 
. 

We spoke concer4ing what is necessary to prove _ 	 . . , 
a conspiracy~ 

Then the secon'd -part herez.-Is Manson a 

tonspirator? 

'And the same could be done for any defendant. 

In the puzzle that we spoke of previously, we 

have to use the same evidence," the same evidence to -- if 

I may withdraw that for a moment, 

- 	The nature of a. court proceeding, the nature of 

the 'way we do it here in the United States, in Southern 

California We take witnesses frot the witness stand. 

They utter, They give testimony. 

It is done in a way that may be for the 

convenience of the witness, and the law doesn't require 

any particular order as tar as you receiving the information 

that you-use. 

You are sort of like a computer in a sense, 

and you get this informatiOn andyou:W6s this information, 

and you[ then .-- and that 'i why the task in a case or this 

Compleiity is a task that. can --it isn't an easy task --, 

13-ecauseyolx. ot the information not necessarily in the 

order :or its importance,, you get the inforMatiOn not 

10 
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necessarily in, any cOnnectiOn. to,any of the particular .5:  
s • 

charges, you, get,-.the Anfortiation more br less in , gross. 

You kre .given.  information. The Court decides 
al 	 — 

what informatorx you shokaa.  get.: :Then ytiu, 	 you 

sit here, you ars attentive and certainly trying :to absorb 

everything that happena 
	 $ 
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' 	Then ,you have. 	-wherj. y.Ott use i1 3  you have 

to arrange it in away that fit$In. in connection with the 
u • . 

r 

issue's that you have t&reblvq. . 	. 

And information may 'e important,on mpre than 

one issue, or it'maybe releVant material en more than one 

.issue. 

So I think it would be logical if we could 

say, first, before we detide about anyone's criminal 

culpability as to the conspiracy, is there a conspiracy? • 

You, use that information to determine whether 

there,iva conspiracy. The Court will give you. certain 

instructions concerning conspirkcy, declarations and all 

or that. 

,But then you haVe a very complicated task, 

because the Court also -- the dourt isn't just siving a 

set of instructions on conspiracy; the Court gives 

inStruttions in connection with credibility of witnesses. 

The Court ,give i instructions, limiting 

instruCtions, indicating that certain Material shall be 

used only as to a particular defendant and not to be used 

for any other purpose against any other defendant, and .so 

on. 

' In deciding` the ease, you have to integrate 

the information that is received here in Court in 

connection with the instructions. 

' Now, there are some who would say that the-way 
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to. do it, what should be- done is to' use some kind of a 

personality approach, that is, lust talk nicely and try to 

have a certain viewpoint come about by- being a nice suy, 

Well, I think weare.all agreed that that JA 

not the Way to dp it. • . ," 
, 

IthinOhat we are agreed that the way to 40 

it is to d9 At in dome --"141,4 methodical Manner: A ' 

after you decide -- pr course now, we 

feel that thitre is no conspiraoYhere We feel that 

are all agreed that because thet Diistrict Attorney :has 

, brought certain charges)  that'do6snxt mean 	we are all 

1 

. 
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2g •  

21. 

22 „ 

23 

24 

25 

26 ' 

agreed that is not eVidencex  and cannot be used for any 

purpose as evidence. 

But we must, so ahead and discuss,. say, assume 

there is a conspiracy because X am sure the prosecUtion is 

- .goins to argue to you in the final address to you that 

there is -a conspiracy, 

So then a.  given statement)  a.  given statement)  

tor instance)  Linda (asabianIS st.atemont that M' Manson 

supposedly told her to do what `Tex told her to do. 

Now, that statement, just for that statement, 

lust for the sake of argument, for the sake of discussiOn)  

assume there is a conspiracy. 

Now, going from- that point on we then have to 

look at the statement a second time. 

Now, the Court is going to give us an 
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S 

'44 

24 

instruction .that says words to this effect, that if a 

witness from the -witness. stand bade a prior .,inconsistent 

statement, that that stateient can be used not only tO 

impeach the Witness but also, if you believe it, if you 
the 

believe that/posture of the evidence is such, You can. use 

it to prove the truth of the facts asserted in the statement. 

' 
	

The CoUrt is.going to give you an- instruction 

something to that effect. 

Fox} instance ,- for instance Mr. Bugliosi is 

going to Make argument, I'm sure, concerning Mr. Flynn. 

Ike is. going to-try to make use of this principle of law. 

What we are now talking about is the dual 

use, this 	just a for-instance, a dual use of a bit Of 

evidence.' 

Now,, if a witness takes the witness stand and 

testifies that pertain facts are,. let's say, X, Y A  Z, and 

then later 0n there is evidence that the witness on a 

previous occasion said that-it's A,B-,C-. 

Pn a previous occasion the Witness Says it is 

A,B0C; on the witness stand he says it is X,Y,Z. 

• The Court is going to instruct you that you 
22- 	can use 	well, let me backtrack for 4 moment. 

, We *434 agree, I think, there is no question, 

weal' would.. agree that this- iS generally an Appeal to 

What we qa4 impeachment.' That means *goes to the,  

8' 

iz ' 

18 

19- 

credibility of the witneSS.1 
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. 
rte 	 ,t 

When we speak :Qt the Credibility of the r 
1  

2 	witness.;  what, we rare .speaking of is: Is this witness to 
• - " •0 	 , , 

be believed as to anything that he .or shOmys; and .if a 

4 	Person says X,T,Z on one occasion;  and A,B,C on another 
i a 1 
  

#' 	
occasion, we can say)  well, that Peansa perSont,is ndt'a 

6 	truth teller. 
1 

7 

9 

o .. 

'He is not the kind of `person we'can believe. 

We are Speaking now 'in general About his credibility. 

The Court is going to instru0 us in effect 

'that notwithstanding and apart from, the aspect of 

credibility, this prior inconsistent statement;  as' it. is 

14 'called, can be used 	if we hatie not decided whether the 

person is credible or not credible;  for that purpose we 

use the Statement -for that. purpose)  just to' decide it. 

13 
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l.a 	16 
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After that ire then .go into the aspect of 

proving tomething. 

Let/-.s say, that our purpose is to' prove whether 

somebody crossed the river. On one occasion, let's say the 

man says he crossed the rivers we then show'on a previous 

occasion this man said:he did not cross the river. 

We can see that that statement can he used 

to imPeach the man,.saythat the man is not a truth teller. 

We also, the Court,  is going to in effect 

instruct us, we also can use that latter statement if we 

Sc desire, if we take that pbstUre of the eiridence, that 

it should so be used, we use that statement to prove 

whatever this person that we are speaking of, we can use 

it to prove that he did not cross the river. 

I am sure we are agreed, there are two 

different issues. 

,One is a person's credibility who is on the 

witness stand. 

The other is using the information to determine 

a fact question, the 1,0y fact question that may be before 

So the court is going to instruct us that 

this prior inconsistent statement, if so offered, Can be 
used 'to prove the truth of the fact asserted on the prior 

occasion... . 

' Now, as to Linda Kasabian for instance. 
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now, Linda Kasabian„ we can come to the 

conclusion .based on this principle of law that the court 

is going to instrUCti that based upOn her own handwriting, 

because of:what we spoke about this morning, we can come 

to the conclusion in connection with a very central .matter 

in this case, did Mr. Manson ever give Et. Watson any 

Instructions, Linda Kasabian at a time prior to the time 

the took the witness, stand in writing, in her own hand-

writing said she cannot rightly recall. 

The exact words -- I read them this morning --

.she Cannot rightly recall as to whether Mr. Manson ever 

instrticted Mr. Watson, gave him any instructions what to 

do. 

Even from this morning I Cannot remember 

word:fOr word, even though those words are pretty important, 

I still cannot remember thtmwithout looking at the tranacri 

and so the same thing I'm sure when we are in the Jury room 

we will have the same kind/ of difficulty. 

So because of the same principle of law that 

Judge Older is giving us, we Can come to the conclusion 

that the heart of this case, the very heart of this case 

is whether Mr. Mhnson ever gave Mr. Watson any instructions, 

NoW, that is up *to you to decide.. The jury 

is the one to decide that. 

Nowi  in :connection -- but that does not mean 

that we foiget the Other principles Of law. Linda 

-"" 
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Xasabian being an accomplice, the matter of corroboration, 

2 all oethese other matters,- all of these matter$ are 
4IP 	3 +nip* debit side, if we could pui it that way, in connec- 

'tion with Linda Xasabian, as far as her testimony or the 
J 	 0 

s purported ovid.ence that. she gave having any value or 

6 merit. 
4 

	

7 	 is on .#11i detit ;side, her being a . • 

s .accomplice0 .thanecessity to corroborate, prior inconsistent 

9 statement, the various drugs that she has taken, all of 

ao tbese things are on the debit side.. /ou can make a list 

J1 • to see What is-on the credit side, if there is anything. 

	

12- 	 Nov, Mr. Bugliosi -- Mr. Bugliosi gill make ' 

much of the fact concerning Mr. Flynn. That what we 

411.1 	, 14 	Wish to speak about now, 

	

xs 	 Vow, in connection with this conspiracy, in 

connection with this problem as to whether Mr. ManSon is 

	

17 	a tonspirator, and I can just stand up 'here and just 

is,  exhort and say Mr. Manson isnot a conspirator, but I think 

	

19: 	IX we look at the reasoning behind it, Z think it iii even 

stronger than the exhortation. 

We have spoken about the corpus delicti 

instruction that the Court-is going to give you. 

	

23 	 , The Court is going-to instruct that before' 

	

24 	a statement can be used there must be .first shown the 

corpus 'deltaic There must be a showing of the 

26 conspiracy.. 
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Nov, Mr. Bugliosi, is. going to make much of the 

fact ;that Mt., Flynn .supposedly, put something on -a tape 

recbrditig". 

You, we all, remember the statement that 

supposediy,Mr:'Manson maces. Here is lir. Flynn --I don't 

'know 	eight feet seventeen inches, or sol Mr. Manson, 

whatever:. 	*that is int'other'.  factor to consider in 

connection with it, as to whether ifr. Manson 	as to 

vhethet 	.ManSon could physically do any such thing. 

Juan Flynn looke Like -- he' is a stunt man; 

he jumps ,over fencesk, he is a very capable person physically. 

That is another aspect that Ile have to consider. 

But we remember -when Mr. Flynn supposedly had 

this relationship, this encounter with Mr. Manson at the 

Spahn Ranch, 

E. Manson took the knife, supposedly,, and 

said to, him "Who do you,. thtni is doing all these killings,",  

or something to that effect.• 

And we remember that we interrogated •-■ we 

interrogated concerning .that, .we int-errogated Mr. Flynn 

concerning that, 

And, as we knoir, as we know, we can infer; 

we can infer that the prosecution in connection with-that 

tape- recording type of evidence, that they deliberately 

suppressed that evidence from the defense. 

MR,. BUM:Li:1SX: I object, your 'Honor, there is.  no 

-2 
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.1. 
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eVidence of that. That is a vicious statement. 

Tflg COURT: Objection sustained. 

XANAREK: Your Honor, if I may -- 

. THE COURT: Z don't t care to hear from you, Kr. 

.Xanarek,i on that. The objection is sustained..  

.Thei jtity 	edthonished to disregard that 

statement. • • 
XANAREK: Your Honor, then, lr  -would like to make 

argument :At, the berth bnf taxis..  

THE COURT:. Not at this time. You may at the 

racess. 

Isitk. KAMM: We can certainly infer -- you can 

Infer rim what has- happened in this courtroom concerning 

documents, that in .advance attorneys are furnished with 

statements. 

I am saying this on the record, as a member 

of the State Bar of California, the reporter is taking down 

every word that I am uttering, we 'can- certainly infer that--

we can infer that, a request was made fox every statement 

made by -witnesses to law enforcement officers in this case, 

especially of all cages, 'the case of the crime of the 

century,. 
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And so, we can make certain inferences, We 

can make certain inferences. 

we have circumstances wherein we are 1 
dealing with sophisticated people. The District Attorney's 

office isapolitical office„, 7The District Attorney runs 

. 4r.Puhlio office,- And'tiqo t.strict Attorney has a 

tendency to cater, to cater to; 	the things that ,  

perh"aps that 'office ShOuldMi eater to, and there is a 

tendenty,on.the part of the District Attorney's office.*  
t  

in 4 circus kind of case such as this*  to do things that 

Are not according to Boyle, that are reprehenSible. 

And in this connection, in this connection, 

we can-  certainly infer that counsel 	that we tried to.  

'get all of the statementt 

11R, Mat0S11 Same objection, your Honor, 

MEL. RANAREX: This is_certainly a legitimate 

inference 

MR. BUGLIOSI: It isnot, your Honor. 

MR. XANAREK1 	from.what occurred inthis court- 

root. 

THE COURT: The objection is sustained. 

Will counsel, approach the bench? 

<Whereupon all counsel approach the bench 

and the following proceedings occur at the bendh outside 

of the hearing of the jury. 

THE COURT: Mk. Ranatek 

21 
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23. 
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KANAREK:' May I be heard, your Honor? 

IFS COURT:, You may be heard when I tell you you 

alay:be, heard, 	' 

4. 4. 
	 MR. UNARM -  Very well, yoUr Honor. 

THE. COURT: I called you to the bench, to tell you 

soiclet 	How' -st 

Yod cannot possibly help your case by doing 

lidlatru.aretrying to c oY .In fact, yott are going to hurt 

it if you persist, 	, 

2a. ICANAREKi Well, your Honor.. 

THE COURT: There are many legitimate -things that 

you can arsue. Stay within the confines of the record in 

this -case. 

MR, UNARM Well, I am, your Honor, I am., 

  

This is the point 

 

THE COURT: Just a moment. 

MR. KAMM: Yes, your Honor, 

THE -COURT: What do yon mean by "this circus kind of 

case? What kind of a remark is that? 

RANAREK: Your Honor, T am 

THE COURT: What do you mean by that? 

MR . WARM I am referring to the fact of what the 

District Attorney has done in this case, your Honor, 

THE COURT: That ton,t what you said, 

You used that expression several times today 

and I don't like it because it infers there is some infirnit 
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in these proceedings. 

Mt. KANAREI(: There is. 

COURT: 'Well, state it. I want to hear it right 

now.' 
,• 	1 

MR. UNARM The infirmity, your Honor, is that we 
, 

are dealing lath's. Ileph and- blood jury, 12 jurors here. 

As Much as we- would like, that jury, your 

Ha7aor,, ii ~egart teat 104 

TEE- COURT:- Stag with the'case. 

HH-., KANARER:t 	am, trying to make argument, 

THE COURT: What do you mean, by that statement -- you 

used it several times today ,- about this circus type Of 

maim"? 

HR. IMAM: Your Honor, they talk about. the ,crime 

of the century. 

THE COORT: You are the
, one that has used that 

expression 

ht, KANAREK: Mr. Gutierrez, your Honor 

THE -COURT: You obviously dotit have it. 

Kai UNARM Yes, X do. 

TEE COURT: Well,- stazt. 

NR.,XANAREK: You von!-t allow- me. 

THE COURT:: bat did you roan by aircus fix d of 

cage"? 
NR4 KANAREK: What I mean' is the complete surroundings. 

For instance, what b:Sppened with that girl this. 

'17 • 
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	 THE COURT: Shea a Zriend og the deense, according 

to Nri'Shiun. 
. 
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MR, RANARM Well, your Honor, whatever it may be. 

It is objectively imposed. 

I am not impugning your Honor's integrity. 

TUE COURT: I think it ts the kind of a statement 

: that A responsible ethical attorney doesn't make in argument 

'to ajury.. 
, 

,That is, true., 

THE COURT; Let's get off that subject. 

I :am not ,going‘o.allow you to argue on matters 

outside this record, 

MR. KANAREK: if yOur'Bonor will permit me, I suggest 

it is in the record. 

THE COURT: If you force me to stop you and sustain 

objections, you. TAXI only injure your case. 

MR. UNARM I am not trying to force the Court. 

I would hope to convince ypu,,if you would allow me to 

: argue,. 

THE COURT: There is nothing to be heard. That is 

clear. 
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The question remaining is 'what you intend 

to do about it: 

MR. WARM your Honor, my intent :and desire at 

ail times is to obey,  the Court's orders. 

THE COURT: Then confine your argument to the 

' evidence in this case. 

MR, =OREM I am, your &Or. The point is, my 

-0 
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purpose is always to convince the Court when I believe the 

Court is not ruling properly, and I do it as respectfully 

as possible, but the point is that I certainly believe it 

is within the ambit of the evidence in this case. There is 

no question about it. 

THE COURT: There is no evidence in this case that 

anybody has suppressed anything. 

Mk. XAHAREK: Well, your Honor, just on the basis 

of equal protection of the law and the Fourteenth Amendment. 

Your Honor is giving a jury instruction on suppression of 

the evidence es to the defendants. 

TB COURT: That is evidence in this case. 

MR. UNARM But the point is that our Appellate 

Courts hold that if there is a basis in the record for a 

certain proposititai, that we can argue it. 

Mr. Bugliosi, I think, on this point -* 

THE' COURT: There is no basis in the record for that 

proposition you are trying to raise. That is the point. 

MR. EANAREX: lea, there is. 

THE COURT:  You understand what I am. saying. We 

don't need.to prolong this 
• 

Confine your argument to the facts in the 

record,  in this case, the evidence 'of record,. 

/04 KARAREK: Yes, your HOtor. 

lid just like to point out just one thikv on 

eggat protection of the law, if I may. 
A 
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2' 

TT% COURT: You may draw•any comparison and similarity 

and so forth. You are not being restricted in your argument 

in any way, Mr. Kanarek„ except that you are ,going to be 

restricted, so far as arguing evidence, to the evidence in 

this. case. 

MR. ONAREK: Yes. 

THE COURT: Letlo.get on with it: 

(Whereupon al. counsel return to their 

xespective plates at 'counsel table and the following 

proceedings occur in open court within the presence and 

hearing of the jury:) 

MR. UNARM: We can certainly make certain inferences 

Now, we Will remember that Mt. Flynn was 

arrested, and the purport of what he told us in this 

courtroom was that be wanted to get arrested. The implica,-

tion being that be:was under some kind of threat. 

Remember the notes? I think the notes came 

up about.that same time in Mr. Flynmls testimony. .He 

wanted_to get arrested because, supposedly', he was in 

danger., 

10 

ii 
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17 
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I believe Ht. Bugliosi -- and on the record 

it will reveal; I don't have it right this instant,,but I 

will get it -- lir. Bugliosi stated something about: Did 

you want to get arrested? Or were you arrested after you 

spoke with me and Officer Sartuche on a certain day? 

In other words, Ht. Flynn is asking to be 

arrested. A very unusual procedure, to say the least. 

The implication from that testimony, the 

clear implication is so that he won't be under some kind of 

- a threat. 

So, immediately when Hr. Flynn gets into jail, 

there .is a request, and Et. Flynn.then gets out of jail, 

and somehow or other I become his attorney. 

Somehow or other -- we have to stick to the 

record, so let's stick to the record -- why was I, of all 

persons, contacted in connection with Mt. Flynn? 

HR. BUGLIOSI: .There is no evidence that he'was 

dontacted, your Honor. 

HR. KANAREK: Val, your Honor, I suggest then that 

we readthe record. 

.TIRE' COURT: Mat part of the record are you referring 

to, Ht. Kanarek? 
4 

1A14AREK:. I sm referring to Mr. Flynn's testimony: 

, .If I may? It is in 111, your Honor, Volume 

111, at.page 12,50.1 Further redirect examination by 

Mr. Buglipsi. 
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"14 	Hr. Flynn, this arrest on August the 

18th, 1970, did that take place after you spoke to 

Sergeant Sartnche and myself? 

"A 	Yes. 

'You. had Already spoken to ua, and you 

were arrested that same day; is that ,correct? 

"Yes. 
"Uhat were you arrested for? 

"For drinking a. beer out in.thedeSert. 

"And you requested that you be arrested 

for that; is that correct? 

"Ye, I felt that 1 needed it." 

Now, let's talk about that for a couple of 

seconds, 
16 

A 
,Did he need .it to sober up? Did he need it 

16 
to become part of an alcoholic rehabilitation program? 

- 
Di did he-need it, he is telling us, or he would have, -us 

18 
believe, that he need it because he ,wanted some kind of 

19 
protection? 

`We on the jury, in the context of Mr. 
20 

2i 
lynn's testimony and the notes that are in the record 

t or about this point in the prOceedings, which we also 
22 

23, an go into, Ve, when sae are in the jury room, we decide 

24 
laps,.'we talk about it. 

"Yes, I felt that I needed it, 
.25 

"Whete 	the Fountain of the World, Ilan? 
26 
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"In Box Canyon. - 

'Bow far is that from Spahn Ranch?" 

Nov, 	Bugliosi didn1 t pursue as to. why 

Mr. Flynn needed it. And the implication was left wherever 

it was. He goes into Box Canyon. 

"where is the Fountain of the World, 

Juan? 

"In BOX Canyon..  

"How far is that from Spahn Ranch?' 

"Five miles; 
.,
something Iiite that. 

"You testified in court as to same 

of the words in these threat notes that you 

received, or thete notes that you received." 
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Mr. Buglioii„ immediately after, after. getting 

t he answer "Yes, I felt that I needed it,'" goes into 

questioning Mr. Flynn concerning notes, threat notes. 

Well, in the context of these •proceedings, I 

think it.  is pretty . clear what Mr. Sugliosi is getting at 

when he brings in, that this matt wants to go to jail, a. 

Very unusual circumstance under any circumstances, and then 

brings in about the threats. 

The idea is that this is where Mr: Flynn wants 

' to repose•., 

You testified in court as to some of 

the words in these threat notes that you received,. 

-or these notes that. you'received. 

"Did you study those 'notes rather 

carefully? 

'Nes. 

Is that why you remember the words? 

"Yes. 

gnu. have also heard Mr. Manson sing 

songs out at Spialui. Rauch; is that ,correct? 

"Yes. 

"And you recognize that some -of the 

words in these notes ire• words - that you had heard 

him sing before? 

"Not him, himself, but 1 heard at the 

ranch. 
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"Sung by whom? 

"By members of the Pmiily." 

You see, Mr.. Manson is in jail now. Mr. Manson 

is in durance vile of a type that is -- it is obvious that 

Mr. Manson, is not outside of-  the gall of Justice. But the 

Family is. And in the context of the threats of the notes„ 

the implication. is that Mr. Manson and the "amity are doing 

something in connection with Mx. Flynn. 

I mean,- there is no question. I. think we 

TA/mad all be in agreement that this is the purport of what 

is being said here. 

Now, page l2 ,588. 

"Bas Mr: Xanareit approached you several 

times outside this court and spoken to you, 14r. 

Flynn? 

'byes 

"On any occasion, did he tell you not 

say anything to any-One 

"HR. BUGLIOSI:-  No further questions'." 

Now, the implication from. that is 	there 

Xilention, by mt. Bugliosi at that time about -- 

see now 	that is the extent. It begins at 120Bfi and 

ends at 12,58a. 

he iecross -* pardon Die -- the further 

redirect by Mr. Bugliosi. He leaves it that way so that 

is 

19 

20. 

21 
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the purport of it would be that l  am telling Mr, Flynn not 

to discuss, not to talk about this case. That is clearly the 

purport of what he wishes us on the jury to think. 

Then, on the recross examination by Mr. 

Kanarek. 

Vow$  Mr. Flynn, would you tell the jury 

all of the circumstances when you say that I said 

that you shouldn't say anything to.  anyone? 

'IA 	Well, after I requested to be arrested, 

you see, I called some people, that I know and 

told them where I was, you, see. Then I spent two, 

three days in jail. And these people asked me, 

you know, if l wanted out, you know* I told them 

there  I was. 

"THE COURT: Mr. Flynn, I don't think you 

are answering the, question that Mr. Kanarek asked 

, • ; 
	!"Would you refOme the question, Mr. 

"Ma. KANAREXi May it be read, your lionor, 

so that there is no question? It is the same 

question. 

"TBE .COURTt All right, Co baOk and read the 

4uestiOn. 

"Listen to the question; Mr. Flynn. 

"THE WITNESS: Yes." 

18 

. 	19 
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: 	• 	- 
'Ohe -vieStion was read by the reporter. 

' "THE WITNES.S1 'Okay*. 

12d-,1 i 

2 

3 
	

"I will aay it like this. When I.  

4 
	 walked putside, Mr. Asnarek bailed me out of 

jail, you see, and. then I milted outside, and. 

6 
	 I said, 'Qh, it is you?' 

7 , 
	 "And Nr. Eanarek says, 'Yes,' you know. 

'So he says, 'Vhat'happened, to you 

15 • 

16 

17 • 

Unow,,I was in jail for drinking a beer, you see. 

"Then, he says, 'Have you had anything 

to eat,' you know? 

"'No,' I says to him. I says, 'I haven't 

had Anything to eat because I was in -- how do you 

call them places -- the hole, the tank, all day,, 

you see,' And I told him that I wanted something 

to eat. 

"'So I related. I told him that,. you 

18 
	

"So, he offered to buy me something to 

19. 
	 eat.. 

20- 
	 "And in the meantime, he told me that 

21 

	

	 shouldn't worry, you know, and I shouldn't -- you 

ow,I shouldn't worry, you know, and that he would 

23 
	 have some of the girls to come down and pick me up. 

24 
	 "Then we went and had ,some food, you 

25 ' 
	 know, and on this*  he said that I shouldn't talk 

to anyone. In this period of 0011VerSation, he told 
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24 

"So I told him, 'No. 

-e14e, .yOu see. , 
e  

I am going somewhat l ' 

:"So, I had Mr. Ranarek drop me off in 

plAce, this remote place. 

"And he says, 'Call me in the morning0,  

you:know, and he gave me a card, you know. 

"And I said that I would, but I dianjt. 

'And that was the relation of the conver-

sation, you know. 

.PER. UNARM 	V., Did I tell you hot to 

talk to anyone concerning the case that you came out 

of jail on? 
If n 
	

The only thing that you said to me., 

you know, in repetition, you know, .at various times 

of the conversations that we had, was, 'Don't talk 

to anyone; don't talk to anyone.' 

ti's? 	And we discussed the case in Barstow 

involving why you were In jail here in Los Angeles; 

is that right? 

Nell, I don't know if I talked about 

Barstow, you know.. I don't remember." 

t9.844 

Itme of to talk to anyone, yop. see. 

hThi4 is all Mr. Kanatek said: 'Don't 

• talk to 'anyone,' you see.. 

'Then he says: 'The girls are coming,' 

you know. 

• .25 

'26 
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Now, Kr. Flynn was arrested -- this puts me in 

a situation that Mr. Bugliosi ,and the prosecution .are 

trying to, by that fino further questions, "after asking about 

soliciting the answer that I told _him not to 'discuss or 

not to say anything, this puts me in a position that I am 

supposedly telling him not to talk about the Tate-La 

BLitt= case, remembering that Mr,, Bugliosi first asked him 

concerning this way back there, and the implication is that 

I spoke to him in the hallway, and the implication is, 

you. not having any further information at that time, the 

implication being' that T told him not to discuss anything 

concerning this case. 
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The questiOn at the top of page 1.22 5914 

"And we. discussed the case inBarstow 

involving why you, were in jail here in Los Angeles; 

is that right? 

'Well, X doritt know it I talked about. 

Barstow, you know. I don't remember," 

Now, I can only leave that to your Analysis 

and your conclusion. 

When an attorney is, called concerning the 

very matter that he was in jail for,. it is a matter to 

decide whether or not he doesnt t temember. 

Now, is that the kind of situation where Xt. 

Flynn really doesn't remember? 

That goes on the Issue of impeachment,. on 

,credibility. It is something for us to consider.6 It is 

certainlY not anything for a lawyer to decide. It, is for 

:those of us who are on the jury to decide as to ,whether or 

not it indicates anything, 

A lack of candor. 

Mr. Flynn wants us to believe, as he testifitss 

from.. the court, ,from, the witness stand, he wants to get. 

the prosecution's viewpoint. 

Talk about robots mid automatons. If there 

ever was a robot or an automaton of, the proSecution,. it  

is Mt :Flynn.' 

Mr. Flynn obtained money in connection with 
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these matters, we know that. He obtained money in connec-

tion with the statements that he• made to certain individuals 

who Were creating literature, if we can dignify it by calling 

it literature, concerning certain matters involving this 

case, and he wants to get a viewpoint from an unbiased 

witness.' 
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IG 114 the same kind of witness as Dr. Katsuyama 
and Dr. Nogadhi, or is he editing as he goes along and 

telling us what he wants us to know? Which way is it? 

By the same token,. Linda Kasabian, she is no 

longer on welfare I presume; I would presume that she is 

partaking of the money that she spoke of in this courtroom 

in connection with her place in these proceedings.. 

So those ate a couple of factOrs that go to 

credibility. I don't know if I talked. about Barstow: 

	

i n 	You don't remember telling me whg you 

were arrested? 

	

nA 	Yes,,I think I told you. 

	

Q 	And it involved a traffic, .a drinking 

matter In 'Barstow, is that right? 

"Drinking of beer, right, yes. 

	

"0. 	And I told you not to discuss it with 

anyone, is that correct/ 

'A . Well, you said that tool  yes." 

Ih 'other words, he is now saying that -- the 
implication being that I told Mr.. Flynn not to disdus$ this 

case -- this ease. 

Well, I think it is a fait inference that 

Mr, Flynn was wired fax sound when he spoke to me. 

I think we can infer that if I had done anythtn 
improper with Mr. Vlynn that we would have heard about it 

,in this courtroom. 
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I think that,it is a fair inference to make 

Flynnmat' fir: 	--, I have no way of proving it -- that in 

the .context4  of this case, the crime of- the century as Mr. 

Gutierrez indicated it was, .that when he. walked out of that 

police station, I think we can fairly assume that be was 

loaded 'with some kind of electronic apparatus. 

And now, in the context of these proceedings, 

we offer this.; 

We have no way of proving itl  but the question 

is, is this, a little unusual for someone to want to go to. 

jail, supposedly for this particular reason and then -- and 

then he gets out and this is under the auspices of the 

prosecution and the Los Angeles Police Department. 

Then:Mr4 Sugliosi cant tip. Dave Steuber, as 

'lie recall, the California Highway Patrolman, and be called 

Mr. Steuber, and this to what the prosecution, .is going to 

ask us in this case. 

The prosecution is going to invoke, is going 

to suggest the same principle of law that we spoke of in 

connection with•Linda Itatabian. 

The prosecution is going to say, bets going to 

say that the prior consistent statement of Mr. Flynn, 

supposedly that he made to Officer Stedber onece 	•19th:: Dmber 
fi q 	When did you speak to lir. Elynu in 

:Shoshone? 

"A 	4n. December 19th,-1969. 

2 

3 

14 

15. 

16 

17 
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u(1 	Where did yom speak to him in Shoshone? 

"A 	In a house he was Sharing with two 

other occupants. 
I Q Who was present at that time in addition 

to yourself and Mr. Flynn?".  

Here we have a bevy'of people, Paul Crockett, 

Paul Watkins, Brooks Poston, and at one phase of the 

conversation Deputy Don Ward, Ingo County Sheriffts Office. 

Now, Paul Watkins and Brooks Poston were in 

this. courtroom. They uere actually called as witnesses 

111 this ease. 

• 

11 

Br. Bugliosi, I am sure, the prosecution is 

going, to suggest, and this principle of law, it going to 

advocate that this prior consistent statement of Mr. FlynalS 

shows that Mr. Flynn really is telling us the way it is, 

the,prior consistent statement 'which was made on DeceMber 

1#hh, 1969.  

• Now, what We have to do then, in connection 

with 'evaluating it, on this side of that mahogany rail 

`(indicating), we areadvocates4 on your side, that is 

where the" judging takes places. 

12 

13 
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23 

'Does it. strike' you 	does it strike you in 

tbo context of these proceedings, everything that has 

occurred, does it strike you that that is a little too 
24 

1.  
pat? Vero we have Officer Gutierrez, we have the entire-- 

25 
I don't know -- great numbers of people in that part of 
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Califbrnia iniolvedwithtlx.'Manson and involved la connec-

tion with this ease. 

Reime.mber, this is December 19th, 1969. The 

grand Jury indictment released so the public knew about it, 

if they did not before it Vap released, they knew 'about it 

on December the 8th, 1969, and, we are told, you all 

remember that, we are' told that the police officers, the 

prosecution people, in connection with this tape recording 

of Mr.* Flynn, this alleged tape recording of Mr. Flynn, that 

it watt overlooked. 

MR. BUGLIOSL: I object, your Honor, there is no 

evidence of this. He is arguing outside the record. 

MR. KANAREit: Why, your Honor, I submit, your Honor, 

would welcome -- may we approach the bench? 

THE COURT:. Yes, you may. 

(The following proceedings were had at the 

bench out of the hearing of the jury:) 

THE COURT: Read the last statement of Mx. Xanarekls. 
(Whereupon the reporter reads the record.) 

'THE COURT; Where were you told that, Mr, Kanarek, 

where is that in the 'record? Give me a citation. Who 

said it? What witness said that? 

MR. KAMM: Mat I am saying, your Honor 

THE COURT: No, answer my question. I want a 

direct animer, 

Where is it in the record? 
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Mei 1 itAiTAREK: He stated -- 

THE COURT: Who? 

Eat. UNARM Mr. Steuber stated that he was only 

working, he was only working on that other matter; that 

he was primarily interested only in that matter in Inyo 

County; that he was not interested ia the Tate-La Bianca 

;utter 4 

THE COURT: That does not say what you Said.? 

HR. KANAREK: The clear inference is that this 

evidence was overlooked by the District Attorney. Mr. 

Btigliosi has argued; he stated to,  this Court, your Honor) 

that you can use the flight of fancy, as he put its  in 

final argument.. 

This is' _far from flight of fancy. The clear 

implication of the inference is that this was 

VIE COURT: You said "We are told.1t That is a 

direct misstatement. 

You are not arguing in inference, you are mskina 

a statement ,of fact. • 

The statement is incorrect. 

Int.. KANAREX: Your Honor, the inference, when we 

are using ,the English language, this is an inferences  

certainly. 

'117, COURT: I, understand the English. language 

somewhat differently from the way you do, Mr. Kanarek. 

undeistbod you to he make a represeitation of fact. My 

I 

2 

3 

4 

8 

lo 

iI 
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13 
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recolldction is there is no such fact,on the record. 

MR. KANAREK: Your Honors interpretation that we 

are told 

THE COURT: All right, we are not going to prolong 

this 
6 

sa, 

10' 

11 

1Z 

13 

14 . 

15 

13a fIs  .16 • 

18 

19 

20 

•• 	 21 

22 

23 

24 

25 • 

26 

MR. KAVAREK: Mat I'm saying, your Honor, I say 

this is a violation of equal protection of the law in 

final argument,undcr the Fourteenth amendment. 

THE COURT:-  You may-argue any inference you care tp 

lohether.it Is logical or,illogica1, but when you make 

misrePresentations as to what the record says I am going 

to do something about it. 

NR. KANAREK: r. Steuber said he was vorking only 

oa 

TEE COUP2: I am going to Sustain the objection for 

the reason I have indicated. 
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It 

10 

' 11 

12 

13 

14 

15. 

• 16 

18 • 

19 

420 

21 

(The following proceedings were had in open 

court in the presence and hearing of the juxy:) 

THE COURT: You may continue. . 

la. UNARM Thank you, your HODDt. 

I think that we can infer, we can make 

inferences, in fact that is what circumstantial evidence 

is all about really, We make inferences. 

This police officer, Mr. Steuber testified 

to the effect that he wes primarily working on another 

mattet. He was not working; on the case, that we were 

that we were -- that we are in this courtroom for. 

Well., this is the circumstance. Certainly we 

can consider this in the jury room, and we can have other 

than what is read in final:argument read back to us if 

we wish in the jury room, 

Mit the question is, with the focus that has 

been on this case, the Grand Jury indictment of December 

Oth, 1965, can we reasonably infer that the people, the 

law enforcement people in Shoshone,. -California were concerned 

with any event or anything in Shoshone, California? . 

Can we infer that? 

'2g. 

23 

25 

26 

We know; we know from the record in this ease 

'11014 soon the defendants were taken to Los Angeles County. 

• We know fr(im the records in this case,, we .t 	t 
knoW from the record 'in this case the prosecution's own 

evidence aoneirning, Linde tasabian and her return to Los 
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11 

12 

14. 

16 

16 

L7 

18 

19 

20.  

y 	2L 

22.  

23 

24 

9 8 5 

Angeles, can we accept that? Jo we accept that, that the 

law enforcement people around, Shoshone, California were 

conducting an investigation that was separate and apart 

and had nothing to do with this case? 

If that were so, why was Mt. Flynn even 

interrogated concerning the Tate-La Bianca case. 

We know, we have heard the tape recording and 

we have before us the officer telling us -- and from the 

purported tape recording we hear language coneerning the 

Tate-lea Rianaa =be, 

And we have -- and we have, with Officer 

Steuber at the, tie this takes place, the people that we 

have talked about, ands. Bugliosi tin his questioning of 

1r. Steuber: 
1 I (I 	That is your occupation, sir? 
It4-k. 	State traffic officer, California 

Bighway Patrol, 1382 East Olive, Fresno, California. 
IFn 	You are not one of the investigating 

officers in the TateLa Bianca murders, are you? 

I em not. 
ttr, 	Do you know Juan Flynn? 

I AD. 

no 	Have you ever had'a conversation with. 

Juan Flynn? 
Up • I have." 

Now, the prosecution viewpoint in connection 
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with thiS 'is that the implication of Mr. Bugliosii s _question 
2 • is that this, what happened up there, was unknown to the 
3• 	people in Los Angeles County. 
4 
	

sow, this is the reason, I think we can infer 
5 
	

that Mr.• Bugliosi asked that question. 

He asked the question of the police officer. 

And why would he ask that question? Because 

he wants to have that, he wants to have something that 

occurred at supposedly -- and supposedly -- that supposedly 

10. was unknown to the prosecution in this case, because he 

11. wants this to support Mr. Flynn in connection. with the 
12 	alleged statement that Mr. Manson allegedly made to Mr. 
8 	Flynn. •  
14 • 	 So the question is, is this indeed a fact? 
15 
	

Is this indeed a fact? Can we believe that in this of 
16 	all cases that law enforcement, the prosecution, of Los 
rt. 	Angeles County, was not aware of everything that was done 

there? 
19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24. 

25,  

.25 naies. 

The people were there. The people were 

arrested, we have it in this trial where everybody gave 

a false name except Mt. Manson. 

Mt. Manson, you will recall, in that bit of 

testimony 'when he was arrested way up there in the desert, 

the nate that he gave vas Charles Manson. 

The other people did not give their correct 
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2 

THE CQURD: We will take our recess at this time, 

W. Xanarek. 

Ladies and gentlemen, do not converse with 

anyone or form or express any opinion regarding the case 

until it is finally submitted to you. 

The court will recess for 15 minutes. 

(Recess.) 

4, 

5 
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9 • 

10' 
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1 

2 

-3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

9 

10. 

12 

 

ME COURT: All counsel and Jurors are pre sent. 

You may continue, Mr. FAnarek. 

M. KANAREK: Thank you, your Honor. 

No'w, if I may, this is still Officer Steuber, 

Page 124.'608, Volume 111. 

Mr. Bugliosi atRing Mr. Steuber: 
tIQk 	How long was the conversation 

you had with Mr. Flynn? 

X don It recall the exact length 

Of that conversation. There 1,,as a series of 

conversations during the day With each of the 

witnesses as I intervieved. them and I started, 

perhaps at 1:4 Ok  12:00 o )clocR in the evening, 

and 4  it dian't conclude until somewhere around 14 

 

15 

 

10;00 or 11:00 that night.w. - 

Now agaill, this is the circumstance wherein 

we can evaluate -- is, Lt reasonable. to expect uP"` .5,13 

reasonable to expect that an inveStigation of that 

duration,. that number of hours, had nothing to do with what 

we are in this Very courtroom about? 

"Q 	was your conVersetion with Mr. 

Flynn tape recorded? 

"A 	Yes, a good portion of it Was; 

Did you bring that ta.`pe recording 

to court with you today? 

"A 	Yes, I did. 

I6' 

17 

18 

 

19 

'20 

21  

,;22 

23 

24 

25 

26 
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All right. With respect to that 

. 11Q Was anything added or deleted, to 

7 

.8 

4)2' 

.2,  

10 

11 

12.  

24 

. 21 

231 

24 

'25 

'26 

After the conversation at any 

time did you play the tape recording? 

"A 	z have played just a small part, 

of this tape Ts7ithin the last two days. It's 

the only time. 

srall patt of -the tape, did it appear to 

accurately record the conversation that you 

engaged in withMt4 Flynn?" 

There vas an objection leach was overruled. 

"AlI right, 16rith respect to that small 

part of the tape, did it:appear to accurately 

record the conversation that you engaged in 

with Mr. VlYnn? 

' "A 	u1.11 you repeat the guestion,. 

Please? 

Yllen you played the taper  did yOu 

detoimite thatpit,fully and accurately reported 
• • 	 4 

the conversation that you redall having with 

Mr.. Flynn? 

4A 	It did. 

Your knowledge, in that tape? 

"A 	NO, it was not. 

N. 	And do you have that tape with 

you in court today? 
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19,860 

"A 	x do*" 

Now, the significant part that we suggest by 

considered in this respect is after the conversation, 

"At any time did you play the tare recordingts  

Referring to Officer Steiber. 

Officer steuber indicated to usA  believe, 

that he was a california highway Patrolman*  and officer 

steuber -- and this question is pregnant with the thought 

that other people 	there is no question but what other 

People had this tare and used this tare in connection with 

this investigation. 

So thiS question by Mr. augliosi of the 

prosecution: 

"Q 	After the conversation at any time 

did you play the tape recording?" 

officer Stetber says, "I played just a 

small: part in the last two days.'' That is-the 

only time." 

So certainly, certainly the way vie.  know from 

this courtroom, we saw officer Outtiere*,and officer Calkins 

and Officer Sartucci and officer -- oh, mr. ,Gallindo, those 

gentlemen are in Main clothes* Tbey are gentlemen who are 

detectives, 

And officer steuber takes this information, and 

certainly what happens with it is that it is turned over to 

the investigating officers, as was done in this case. 
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11Q,  int`, you halathat t 	vith you in 

UQ In the conversation that you had 

6 

3b4r 

• 

4 

9 

10 

11 

12 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

23 

24 

25. 

26 

E mcanl. v.e certainly can make that inference. 

It certainly is not 4n unreasonable inference to malse. 

len hours -- 12:00 o'clock in the norning, 

.acrid did not concluC'l until sonevherc around 10;00 or 11:00 

that night: 

court toaay? 

do. 

with Mr. rlynn did he mention any knife incident 

at the spebn Manch with chaekls Manson? 

Ny objection was overruled, and that particular 

question I _don't believe as actually answered. 

Then c e took the noon recess, and Mr. Bugliosi 

said that, well., that this particular portion UQ will play 

in the courtroom after the noon recess. 

It will take a minute. 

so what-we have is Officer Steuber tailing these 

numbers of hours Of Conversation, and the question that we 

have before Us, in connection with the veracity .of these 

Proceedings, is it reaaorablelt,  

'PO We behove 	do we believe that the 

prosecution in this case did not have those tapes? 

Now, if x may, Volume 112, Page 12,677. 

tIOYM12.. BUGLIOSI; 

OQ 	Just going back a little bit, 

- 
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°Mr. steuber, this conversation that you say 

was on pecember 19, 1569 in Shoshone., California? 
ItA 	That is correct. 
UQ 	Between yourself and one Juan rlynn? 

r A 
	

That is correct. 
OQ, 	And the conversation was tape 

recorded? 

"A Vhat corxedt. 

'IQ . You say there vas a portion, in the 

'44W recorded conversation. that pertained to a 

3snife incident 1;etween Mr. Flynn and, Mr mauson, 

is that correct? 

"A 	lhat is correct. 

And you have the tape recorder and 

the tape with You in court here today?' 

"A- 	That is correct. 
11Q, 	And you have already played the tape? 

HA 	Yesl I have. 
tiq 	And you find it to be. an 'accurate 

reprocluctiono f you'" conversation? 

It is. 

And nothing has been added or 

No, 'Sir. 

And you redogniz-e your • voice On' the 
ti 	; 	" 

tape? 

1 

:2 • 

:3 

6 

10 

2  

22 , 

23. 

25 

26,  

19,862 
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YOS, I do. 

N. 	You recognize M. Plynn ts voice 

on tiv ta$? 

"41 
	

X do. 

"Q ' All right, sir. Would you please 

NAY the particular' iDortiOn of the tape per- 

taining to' the knife incident. play that 

portion for the audge and the jury. 

"You might increase the volume on the 

recorder as high as you can." 

il'}ken they played this conversation: 

"VoICZ: They mentioned it a couple of 

times (unintelligible.) 

"Vo3;CE: All right.. llosa, did you ever 

hear him say anything about the Tate killing 

or anything like that?" 

'This is officer Steuber, and the prosecution 

is telling us, is telling us these ten hours, these ten 

hours of tape recording that was made in connection with 

this case or that was made by officer steuber was not in 

connection with this case 

9 

14.  

4 

5 

-6 

• 

13c 

'24 

gt 

22- 

23 

24 

*5 
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30 

2. 

.3 

.5 

6 

7 

8 

.9  

io 

11 

12 

13 

1.4•  

zs 

16 

17 

20 

"VOICE': Well, sort of, you know. 

"Re never• mentioned anything to me 

about it, you see, but X know at one time 

X came in the kitchen, you know. I vas doing 

some heavy work. outside, and after it vas all 

done, you know, they were sitting down on the 

porch, just Watching. There was a vhole bunch 

of them, you know. And after X got through, 

I vent in the kitchen and X fixed something and 

-I sat down. And there was some more girls in 

there, you knoW. 

"So he came in and he vent like .that, Yon 

know. 

"so everybody ran outside, you know, and 

paced themselves outside, 

"Then he was looking at me teal, funny. 

"Then I started to get back down to where X 

was eating., 

11 rd then he grabbed me by the hair like 

that, and he put a knife by my throat., 

"He said, 11650 son-#f-a-Bitch, X am 

going to kill you. $ 

"I said, 	I can it do nothing about 

that, you know. 

11,Nrld then he says, 'irion it you know I aM 

the one who is doing all the killings? $ you know. 

 

   

   

21 

22: 

• 2$ 

24 
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• 	14 
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16 
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20 

ilre We talking ahOut the Tate-La, Bianca 

situation or are we not? 

The officer is clearly asking a question,  after 

having asl-Ad that first question: 

"VOICE.: Well;  I don't recall too well 

whether it was before or after the raid;  you 

know. 

*Da says, 'Are you going to come with me 

to the desert? / 

"I gal's.; Veil., 11M not gaming to do it• 

1% right h3476. Here is vitere1 am doing my 	• 

work. t 

"M says;  xz  40-going to kill your  you 

sow-cf-a-Bitch. 1 * 

n  41.. then.  he turned around and he gave me 

the -knife;  you know and 	 I dari It 

have no use for that 

"Then he s4ys; 'We 11, 1;111 	you; ", 

You know. 

"Re Was going thou this emotional thing' 

You know, act. 

"And then he says;  1Well;  if you are ready 

to die, or if you are dead, want you to go 

down the creek and xnale low., to my girls;  you 

know. 

11S0 I said"  fNo, f you know, 111141 not going 

21 

. 22. 

23

24 

'11) 	25 

.26 
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3 

 

"to do 1`tothing.1  

"And then, you  know, X kept doing what 

X was doing, and he stood there for a minute 

and ha turned around and I guess he 'walked out 

or something. 

"'VOICE: Ile wanted you to go down there to 

the creek and make love to the girls there* 

okay. 

uVoICE: Yes. 

4V0XCZ: Now, he said he was the one that 

was doing all the killings. 

"VOICE: Yes. 

kroICZ: Did you ask him what killings be 

meant or anything? 

"'VOICE: No, no, I -- you 'know. 

4VoicEt Were you a little afraid of him? 

IIVOICE: Well, I wasn 0.t afraid of him, you 

know, but if the man means what he talks about, 

you knaW, / don gt want to find out and, put myself 

in a Spot. 

IBY MIL BUGLIOSI: 

Is that it, sir? 

"A 
	

That Is correct. 
Ng 	That particular portion about the 

knife incident? 

"A That correct. 
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oto that ,#az l'ou4$111 t-,ilking to 

will Le wade 

xv1i1.441. 	 LLsten G in•toto? 
ff 	mzioz1.1., I 'All withdrau the qUestion. 

, 	You j14L-ft 	' 	conver3ation now, 

yourInt27 	thi. right, vir? 

AN. 
	 i.;it tlorr,z,,,ot 

flo 	you r-zcAll U411::t the conwtpation 

you hr:0-0 on taro, Ii%:Z that 	at!tual convex-,  

VAtion tra47; tcol: piaci at thoEhone, California 
• , 

on Elecerr 19, 1969 174,,tween you and t•It.,. Juan 

Flynn? 
"A 	That if; correct.. 

ri  v34. IATILIOZI: Thin% you. No l'Urther 

cuestions. 

ti  .,, FITZOMIa.Dt Z 	uaztdon$A 
• 

"T373 COURT: Mx'. Shinn? 

• If 	SILTralt Yes-, ?ot31.7. RoTtori X have a 

I:114 quostivls. eE 
 

Anq 	 Mr, Shinn. 
r.

- officer,- wben you taned tc 

'24 

25 

26, 

Flynn, uct,p he tn cutveady? 

A 	Na, he wash !t, 

how did yo happen tojteet Ire.? 
; • 

2 
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• X bad interviewed other witnesses 

in this case. I was, working' and they had brought 

1•01r. rip= is name into the case as .a. potential 

witness. 

Al!id 49w did yoU contact Mr. Flynn? 

int to Shoshone with the express 

/3urpose of 'interviewing Crockett,. Porten and 

-Watkins, and Mr, Flynn was there igorking in the 

'cafe. at tx time. and was also available. 

11MR. Stilt7t,  X have nothing further/  your 

-:nonors. 

//TM COVR- V•1; Or. mark. 

"MR. MISTAttg-I4 I have no questions, 

r1oner. 

your 

Omit  Emma NQ (41*  EititiPAS Your kronor • 

"iVIR. BUM IdS X: Just one more question:. 

"BY Mt* BUOLIOS I tit 

.liq 	You said you' had been interviewing 

witnesses;  in this case. You Are not referring 

to the Tate-La T$ience murder case,- are you?" 

After an objection which the court bver,ruled: 
itYou may answer. 

"TM WITNIISSt I was not investigati,ng the 

• Tate-La 13ianaa,. Xt waAt another situation per 
• A 

twining only ,to znyo county. 

• "BY to)R. --ttic449SX: „ • 

"Q"
, • 

Had nothing',to,  -do‘- with' 
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"theme nu ars? 

No4.11  

Calling for a conalusiont your Honor 	over— 

ruled. 

	

1.306. 	1 

	

• 	2 

4 

8 

9 

16 

may 

NMI*  MUM: Offimer, attire time 

may X inquire, your Eonore 

After another otatenent the Court says, ultou 

poiIR. XANARENJ•  

"41 	on Decenter 19th„ 1969, officers 

is it a fair statement that Mr. Manson vas in 

0110todyln  

Well; that was suStained. 
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15.  

16 

17 

191;870 

w 	By Mi. WARM: On Demur6*r 19, 

1969, you purported to interrogate Mr. Flynn 

About- the latei-La Bianca murders; is that right? 

"And other matters on the case 

working on, sir. 

"Well, officer, if I may is it a fair 

statement, officer, that you Spoke to Mr. Flynn 

concerning the Tate-La ianca murders? 

"That is correct, 

"So ..caile dr  tight? 

"Right. 

"And SD no matter what else you may have 

intstrOgated him on, you were interrogating 

concerning the very natters that wetre in this 

courtroom for; is that correct? 

ghat is also correct. sir. 
'I And so you were a law enforcement officer 

'on the California Highway Patrol? 

"That is correct. 

"What was your rank, officer? 

"A' traffic officer. 

"And. you were doing this at the instigation 

of the District Attorney of Inyo County? 

"This is correct. 

"Mr. Fowles? 

"Mr. Frank Fowles. 

18 

19 

21 

22 

23 
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25 

.26 
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14-2 "Vow do you spell that, sir? 

II,New 

 

• 
3 

4 

5 

was your state of minds Officer' 

such that you were attempting-to get evidence 

in connection with the very case that we tre 

here before Judge older on? 
6 

"My primary concern was the case pending 
7 

9 

10 

11: 

12 

in Inyo County, air. This was of a secondary 

ature." 

Then an objection. ,An objection was sustained. 

Another question and an objection was sustained. 

°S00  officer" -- that was sustained. 

X believe that that ended the matter before the 

wry. 
14 

15 

16 

17' 

18. 

20 

.21 

22 

23. 

24 

gs. 

so, we have a situation where this poliCe 

officer was out in the field, as any officer is. 

If someone in San Francisco County or Alameda 

County, or Sacramento County has a contact with law enforce-,  

ment there, I think thatile would all agree that it is 

standard practice to take the evidence where it is. 

And over and above that, we have the situation 

in this case where Mr, Fowles -- we all recall Mr. Fowled --

he is the gentleman who came to this courtroom and told us 

all about Golerirrash, and he brought pictures, X believe, 

that vie will have in the ,jury roomr  as to the difficulty in 

going pp coler sash. Mr. Fowles, his position in that 
26 
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xo 

11 

12 

X3• 

15 

16 
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18 
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I • 21 

22 

23 

24 

• 

area is similar to the psition, of the District Attorney, 

the prosecution, in this case it in our area. 

So, it is just without question, it is without 

question, that this information of this officer vas 

presented to the prozecution in this case as in any case. 

Zo, this is what wa have in connection with thig. 

311:4N1i we then have before us, as a situation, 

wherein what v4a are evaluating, what occurred here, you Dee/ 

we are not, kti . certainly can consider that the people who 

are prosecuting this case are people who recognize that 

in this case they are getting information from everywhere. 

1.1h5-ty sent fliers all over the country in 

connection. with the gun. We have seen the extensive 

inVestigation as far as scientific evidence, as far at 

everything that va$ done in this case. And there are car,-

tai n things about this case that just -- they donst smell 

right. 
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Your sense of proportion tells you. 

'or instance, we have Benedict Canyon. 

8elleclict CaPyoht X am sure all of us, .t.le have seen the map, 

we would agree, that Ecnedict.Calt.on lo!notl 'ie'not, an 

area ouch as, .et is  say, around, Wilehire and Western where 

there are, if there are anyepertmeute left ,after building 

all the big bvildinge acivil there, hot in U'e residential 

section dewn there there is jest apartment a±tor'apertmet 

after apartment, house after house after house, if there 

are any ;left, one tight on top of each other. 

The.Benediet Canyon area i not that kind of 

en area. 

The Sharon Tate residence has been eelled.an 

estate. Looking at these pictures, veean certainly assume 

15 
that these houses are not crowded together. 

16 	
The population density in .the Benedict canyon 

area is certainly not what it is in other parts of our 
17 

County and City. 

And Yet Rudolf Weber, Rudolf Weber Who was se, 
19 

20 
concerned, Supposedly so concerned, about this matter when 

21 	CCau;recit concerning the hesieg off, washing, and all 

22 
that, and the. lady even aupposedly said, "Lee husband is a. 

deputy eberiff," when he wasnft because of this great 
23 

apprehenSione Rudolf Weber doesnItt  az far as the evidence 

in this case is dohcerned, doeentt come forth until. some 

26 time, i he 	in December. 
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That is the time whin Rudolf Weber comes forth, 

and the license neer iS a number that he memorizes 

becauSe, i4the,kind of work he does, he has the occasion 

to memorize numbers.' 
t 

pow, h was very, concerned when it happened. 

Is it reasonable-  forotO believe that with 04 density of 

the interest in this case, not only by law enforcement but 

by population in general-  and poOulationL around the address 

on Cielo Drive, is it reasonable to believe that in the 

canvass that was made, that Rudolf xebec, in that area, 

with everything that we heard, didntt .convey that inform- 

' mation? 

This all goes into this thing that we call 

reasonable doubt. 

.IS it reasonable? Xs it reasonable to baieve 

that the police, that the canvass, thattha search for 

people and evidence -- they turned up this gentleman who 

was from the girldl camp who heard this thing, supposedly, 

what waS it, a mile away 	yet Garretson didn't hear it, 

they tell us -- yet Rudolf Veber had a license number that 

he memorized, he says, and be came forward'with it at some 

period in time months later. 

Does it smell Fight? 

meant there is nothing that we can say about 

it. We doh It have any evidence of anyone behaving with 

impropriety. But is it reasonable in the context of this 

11 

12 

• 13 

15. 

16 

18 

19 

20, 

21 

2,3 

24 

25 

26 
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2 	 Is it rea8onable to expect that Rudol4 Weber 

would not, in a very short period 04 time/  have conveyed 

4 that information •to law enforcement people? 

5 
	 It la; something that We should consider. 

.44 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

14 

.15 

I6 .  

17 

18 

15 

20 

. 21 

22 

23• 

24 

25 
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Again, now, going back again to our diagram, 

the Court is going to give us that* instructions on 

conspiracy, and t1 Court is going to give us instruation$ 

concerning declarations. 

We get into a Very nice question here, an 

interesting question. 

i have here at this point, if Z  may paos this, 

this word "pig" that is written on the front door of the 

Tate residenda. 

- (Mr. Hanarek passed a photograph to. the JurY.) 

MR. KANAREKI Here is another photograph aleo* 

Yanarek passes 4 photograph to the jury;) 

M. EaNAR4Y4 The Court is going to instruct that 

in 'connection with.conspiracy that acts .or deoIaxations of 

co-conspirators pay be tided against packple, may be used to 

consider the case against people who are alleged co-,  

cdaspirators. 

/ don tt want to belabor it by reading the whole 

„instruction. You will gat that. It is part of a thick 

package.. 

10. 

17 

18 

19. 

20 

And then we come to a very nice question, an 
4' 

  

22 

23 

24. 

interesting question,i*o bto Whether these words that are 

written are these acts and dFclarations of oo-conapitators. 

CaA they be use4 in deciding this 'case? 

NOW, in thinking aboutthis,-  here WO have the 

word up g" that is Written on the front door of the Tate 
23 

26 
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16 

16 

19 

20' 

residence. 

Now, Linda 1casabian — 1,me think of circumstanis 

tial evidence, she think of tatters that we 'have spoken of 

before both in our discubsion hare and in fir. Duglioails 

-discussion, the discussion of co,-counsal, and what we heard 

from the witness stand, and the queAtion is: Did Linda 

KaSa.bian write this word. "pig" at a. tine after she dropped 

the knife, her knife inside the house) 

sew, of course, Linda 1sabian tell,;, us the 

unbelievable — it is unbelievable 	that in thiS whole 

panorama of events which She says ocCtirred, that when she 

got to that point -- you remember the picture where the 

blood is on the sidewalk 	when she got to that point, she 

realized that Mr., t4anson Vas no longer .aesus Christ, no 

• 
discussed this -- as to Whether thit is; in fact,* true*  

because of later thinge : that she says that .she . 	• 
The question is, when Linda Xasabian 'vent into 

this house, and we. realize, that .the Itnifd„ her knife, is 

found in a chair, we remember the testimony, and in the 

`jury room we will have that, the question is, she was 

the one, she says, that Was the closest to this door.. 

Now, she tells us she never went into this hose. She 

tells us that she did certain things, NithiCil C am sure 'we 

longer God. 

She tents us that. 

So, the question is as to whether -I,- we have 
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12 

recall, About going down in  connection with the cars, And 
1 

all of that, 	' 
2 

Now, the word "pig," the word "pig," was licit 

an LIZre4rlatar word to Linda Xasabian. 
4 

Linda Xasabian, ih her life, in communes, and 
S 

whatetter else her life consisted, Of, she teltf us, and 

am sure we recall, she tells us this is no longer A part of 
7 

her-  vocabulary, the word upig.n  

Ahd as far as this particular time is Concerned, 

August the 6th, 1969, if we look at Linda Xasabian as she 

was then, there would be no question that "pig" was part 

of her ,vOcahaary. 

14c 

• 14 

15 

15 

17 

„.. 
18 

,19 

20 

21 

22• 

23 

24 
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Is it unreasonable/. putting aside her protes-

tations/  all of the statements that she made/ but loolang 

at the circumstances no vii, .is it unreasonable to expect that 

I 

• 

4 

5 

6 

7: 

8 

9 

3A 

• 	14. 

16. 

17 

lit 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24  

' 
	

. 25 

26 , 

,Kafiehian wrote this ward "pig"?' 

2s it unreasonable to expect that Linda Havabian 

Saw her boy friend, Tex Watson.i mercilessly attack people 

In this. residence and that Linda Kasabiant  because of some 

kind of 'confrontation that she saw, where ----A remembering 

that at this time and pla.0e it isn't this courtroom,- it 

ion rt:tba summer of 1970, it is August the 8th. Of 1969 

at that time, in. a moment of some kind of feeling for 

Mr. Watson,. or whatever 	whatever 	that She• wrote. the 

Word. "'Pig" on, this door? 

We 'don it know that that is true. We can it say 

with, certainty that that is true... bunt it is. not unreasonable/ 

ire suggeSt. Xt is not unreasonable at all. 

"Pie-  Was.  part of her Vocabulary. There wasp It 

any. immunity front.  seven counts of murder.. There wasn it 

any dismissal as fax as the conspiracy and the murder is 

Concerned in this case.:,  it is not at all unreasonable: 

• She had preepr -Craided:  She had creepy-crawled 

on tstanyx  many occasions,. SheSaid that, she had creepy- 
, 

crawled in the past, and whateveti .we•Xn.O! that, thit yap, • 

part of her vocabulary. 
• # 

TBE. 

 

COURT: Counsel,. '141.1: you approach the .ihehcha  

please? 
	

•1. 
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16 

17 

18 . 

19 
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23 

24 

. • 25.  

' 

MR. MAIM: Yes, your: Honor. 

WhereniKin, all counsel .apprOach, the' bench '13d 

the following pt'Oceedings .occur at the tench outside of the 

presence of the jury:) 

COURTI Gentler n, Z  am going. to. adjourn at this 

time and excuse the jury, and. then hzit•going to take ui3-

the matter of Nancy Davis regarding this incident that 

occurred this morning•, so T Just wanted to let You know 

that we aVe adjourning now at far as the .jury portion is 

concerned. 

MR. ICANARBicg YOur Moor, may I request that this be 

done in chambers? 

May I request, from the Publicity standpoint/  

I make _a illation first, it 'Would be my .request that 

°ISE 

 

cote: -No. she id entitled to have the matter 

in open,  court', mr‘ Xanatek.. 

MR. 141gw1(4 I think if we balance the equities, 

your Honor. Vhbever her attorney is,''Isttoaver is going to 

represent her, would your Honor ask that it be done in 

chambers,, because J,t isray belief that --- 

THB COURV: . Jut "ai,,d noir  mr. Kanarek. .Do. you: 

understand what that meanio? 

MR. IckSRS tea. But I would, like to 'rake argument 

to the. Court. 

(Whereupon, all counsel return to their 

respective,  places at counsel table• and the following 

L4C2 
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proceedings occur in open court within the presence and 

hearing of the juryl) 

THE 

 

COURTS We are going to adjourn at 'this UM, 

ladies and gentlemen, until next Mondays 

I want to join with counsel and all of the 

court attaches, and everyone else, in wishing you a, very 

happy New,  Year,. 

Again, remember the admonition. Do not con-,  

verse -with 'anyone or form or eXpress any opinl.on regarding 

the case until it is finally submitted to you. 

We will adjourn at this time until 900 a.m. 

4741  Monday, januarY 4th. 

(Whereupon,- the jury leave the courtroom and 

the following proceedings are had in :open court; All 

counsel present. The. defendants absent. 

Also present Miss Nancy ,Toan Davis • 

1140 
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2 

.5 

14 

16. 

Tlin COURT: The record Will Eihow that I have as Iced 

thatthe young lady who appeared in:this courtiooF "t10.13 

morning Unannounced and during the course of Mr. ganarelos 

argument be brought int© court now regarding that matter, 

and she is present. 

Will you state your name*  pleased 

MXSS DAVIS: Nancy Joan Davis. 

STIE."01iRT: Miss DaVis, this Morning at apPrOxi,• 

irately 10:00 a..m. you entered this courtroom while the 

trial was in progress and you. walked to the front of the 

court to the rail immediately upon entering the courtroom, 

and while walking to and, frota the rail, you uttered in a 

loud tone which was clearly audible to the Court and. in 

the, immediate view of the presence of the Court, the jury, 

counsel for the parties and the speetatora in the Courtroom., 

substantially the following words.: 

nX came here to defend my brother.. I came here 

to defend my Christian brattier, and it is written in the 
18 

19' 

• 20 

21 

22 

24 

25 

-These words were repeated, by you as you were 

led out of the court. by the Sheriff rs deputies* 

• your conduct was diSorderly and a breach of 

the peace and -quiet of the courtroom amounting to a dis,,  

ruption of the orderly processes of the trial occurring in 

the immediate presence and view of the Court, the. jury, 

counsel for both parties, and spectators, and during the 
26 
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LL1D2 course of tlx. Nanarek is final :argument to the juty. 

Do you with to he heardrci.igarding this matter?,  

MPS DAVIS: If I may. , 

VIIE COMM:. You may‘ 

5•• 	 Stand up. 

.6. 	MISS. DVIS: t have prepared during the past three 

7 months some papers which I hops very much you will look at.. 

I prepared them for you and I pry pared them for the jury 

9 aLSo.. Zut it will be UP to you aS to whether or not the 

PaPere can be road to the jury. 

.11 	 ton I wa.lked into the courtrooM, I said not 

12 e4actly what you 'thought l said, Or I think probably the 

_ a repOrters. Were glazer and they heard what z sa1.4,, 

14 

	

	 Oaid that I have come with a sword to defend 

my brother, and my sword is non-violent, my sword are the 

16• , words that .I speak, whieh are. the words of God,. 

17 	 God is love and people who speak of love speak 

through the holy spirit. That is love and that is God. 

Cod's kingdom is not up there. - God 'S kingdom 

zo is coring to earth. 

21 	 Int COMM:, You elidn it say all this this morning: 

gg 	MISS DAVIS: Oh, I fm sorry. 1 didnit mean to be 

. 	carried away. 

• 24 

	

	 And then I said 	I am not sure that aeries is 

a 'Christian. He believes in the principle of •Christ. 

26 	 TM COMP I just want to kaoF whether you wish to 
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• 13 

Bay anything with regar,:7 to this incident thia morning. 

I am not'interestea in your philosophy or your religion or 

'your bzliefs about other tatters. Just the incident 'that 

4 
, occurred this morning. 

Miss .°AII&: X say that the reason that I did what 

I did it because X have been roved by God to do so. 

I am vary sorry. If Z have to suffer conte-

quences for it, then I must suffer consequences. I only do 

what wisdOm and love teUs me to do. 

m COURT: Mr. Shinn indicated to the Court at the 

bench this morning that he 	you and that you have been 

in this court any timoz, and I know that to be a facts  

'Outing tha .tours:: of this trial I have seen you here many 

times. 

I have Been you'appear to waive or nod, Or 

waive and nod, in the direction of either defense counsel 

or the defendants!-, or posribly both. 

Do you have some connection with the defence in. 

this Case? 

14 
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1 
MISS DAVIS: I care about them. I  care about every 

 

one, including you, I care about 

Tat COURT: That team 'It. the. question I asked you.. 

Do you have Stime,connection with the • 

defense in this case? 

-MISS DAVIS-: I certainly clo, they are my ftiendsi 

and I try to communicate -with them. I try to cOMmunicate. 

There to a lack:of communication ih the world. 

TAE COURT; Anything else you wish to say? 

MISS DAVIS: .only that I hope that you will review Aly 

papetst  and I hope that I can be a •witnesos before this 

Jury Alathmyr . paper0 that I have been working on very'hard 

for the last three months. 

TOE COURT: Did you have any conception of what you 

: were doing this morning when you entered- this courtroom 

during the process of the trial and during, Mr. Kamarekls 

final argument to the jury? 

KISS DAVIS: I am a4Oae,,moral agent, I am none, 

And ptitofess to bed30whit intelligent. I believe I know 

what I 411.1.8.0ing,'#es. 

I don't believe that I am crazy. 

THE COURT: Very well. 

For this conduct, % judge you. tbe in direct 

contempt of the court and I sentence you to :spend ihiee days 

in the County' aail. 

Miss Davie will be remanded in accordance with 
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the sentence. 

MR mull: May address the Cour-4 your Honor? 

lift, COURT:, t beg your pardon? 

MR SHIN ; May I address the Court? 

am coma3 Ye S. 

MR. SHIM 	believe Miss Davis should have an 

attorney representing herd 

TEE 

 

COURT: This is 4 direct contempt and may be 

punished summarily in accordance with the Code og C&vi1 

Procedure.. 

ThiS court now adjourns,  

(Whereupon, at 4:10 p.m. the court was in 

aajoUrnMnt.) 
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